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Training plans on hold:
spec building being eyed
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MURRAY. KY

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff'Wnter

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

The Murray/Calloway Econon
Development Corporation's -speculation building would make a go,i'
site for an employee training
ram but a great site for an.
according to local ecii
developers.
Plans for an crriploce
and assessniei“----7 pr
announced earlier this year,
put to good use the 51,200
foot building which has sat
in the city's industrial pir't,
.
its construction
But those plans are
•
• i• •
because
by two
to locate .10
•
fi

..arMimiek

WORLD
BANGKOK, Thailand — U.S.
specialists have!begun ap.unprecedented quest for Vietnamese
.government documents to determine the fates of more than
.2,200 Americans missing from
the Vietmtm War, a LS. officia'
said Friday. The team left.Bangkok- for Hanoi Thursday arrdwa
to immediately begin mect.•
with -Vietnamese officials, sa.,1
James Williams. a spokesman
for the U.S. Embassy in
Bangkok.

STATE

•

-IS11...1ND. K. — The LS.
iiivironmen!ai Protection Agen,•,eramed Ash!!!'nd Oi!

oilioal said .rhursday.

SPORTS
NE 11 FORK — The worst
record in the NFL this season.
paid off for the New England
Patriots with confirmation that.-'they will have the No. 1 choice
- in--April's college draft. The
Pats finished 1-15, two victories
!• better than Cleveland, which
gets the second selection..

The 51,200 square foot speculation building may be the site of an employee assessment and trajoing center
but is also being considered as a new home for two industries whose names cannot be released at this time.
The training center would primarily help unemployed workers in the area. One of the two, prospects
,should make a decision concerning the building within 60 days, according to local development officials.
The building, constructed in 1988, is located in the city's industrial park on L.S. 641 North and was
constructed by the Murray/Calloway Economic Development Corporation.

at MurraySte
"We have a ,
for the buildng
working with for the past co.;

U.S.
‘VAS111NGTON (AP)
,Sen. Wendell !Ford got an unexNcted .opportunity during his first
official day as Democratic whip to
demonstrate unity . with Majority
Leader. George Mitchell.
Ford, D-Ky., was seated at the
front of the chamber next to Mitchell as the 1U2nd....Congress cpnvened Thursday. He sat silently
through the public session, but
went to work when an argument
broke out over the Persian Gulf

issue.
Fellow Democrats Tonb Harkin
of Iowa and Brock, Adams 7ofWashington challenged Mitchell on
the issue. The two want the Senate
to put .President Bush on notice
that he needs congressional approval to order military action and
called for an immediate debate on
that constitutional question.
Mitchell agrees that Bush can't
wage war on his own but sought to
prevent any Senate action now. He

said the
Lonna...
ht undermine
next. weeksIprop6sed . meetings • to another, somietirri-,
•
mainly
between Seeritary of State- lames
"11./14 ,1.
Baker and Iraqi foreign minister
Tariq Aziz.
-leader,- 'he
The argument grew o heated
asked about his Toic.
that Mitchen, visibly angry over
leader was right :7
Ford said Miic!..
the challenge to his leadership.
recessed the Senate, and the two senators.they A : .
side's huddled. i private groups on
debate the _war-po-i.¼er,
the Senate floor to try to work out that in- his prtvate talks ,•
the impasse.
he urged Harkin and
!.3-1-t _as seconct
Ford. •••
press the matter.

,Callow.ay County .14ge
Executive George Weaks met •••/14 •
the, District Engineer John Pa•
Thursday to inspect the brid..
Cecil Holland Road which
been damaged due to recent
.Puryear informed Weaks
Morning that it would cost ahout
5125,000 to replace the bridge
Although the county would he
responsible for tearing down the
damaged bridge.. Vv'eaks said that
the county should be eligible for
state funds to pay for the new
bridge.
Calloway County participates in
a contract in which -the state tio;J,
3 percent of its annual _funding for
roads rand bridges to put into a diaster relief fund.
"He (Piiryear).felt there wouldn't
•be any question we'd qualjty" for
the state disaster aid, WEaks
The new bridge will be single
'span, unlike the existing bridge
which contains tiers under it.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
59.8, +0.2 below 3392, -0.7
Barkley Lake
360.2, 0.0 below 342.8, 0.0.,

INI)EX

The bridge u‘er Cecil Holland Road will need to be replaced as a result of dramage by recent floods.
Calloway County Judge-Executive George Weaks met with the district engineer Thursday, who told
Weaks that the county should be eligible to receive disaster aid money from the state to fund the new
bridge, which he estimated would cost $125,000.

(Corn d on page 2)

(Cont d on page 2) s

(Cont d on page 2)

Shake-tip-likely as
jeli,islators convenc
for oroni-zational
mceting next week
(A,P) — A
E-RANiSf-i)k
shake.; a: he poiis last November Ai:: spe;i :he same for legislative committee leaders when the
General Assembly convenes for its
organdationa: session next week.
Democratic leaders will name as
many as 10 new chairmen of standing commi!locs

144
,

(Cont'd on page 2)

Area farmers optimkstic about Merchants' proWems
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 4

Times

Some area farmers are beginning
to receive good news today from
Merchants Grain Inc. which has
"experienced a cash flow problem"
recently in getting money to farmers who sold their 1990 grain
crops to local branches of the granary, according to a published

report.
Checks from the granary, which
has branches in Ledbetter and Murray, could not be honored by its
bank in mid-December and many
were returned to area farmers
marked "Return to Maker," according to reports.
Many local farmers, however,
are optimistic about the chances of
receiving payment from the

company.
"Th11 get it back," 'according
to Calloway Countian John Tacker,
who said he is still waiting for a
S325 check to be cashed through
the company's Delaware, Ohio
bank. "I don't have 'near as much
money at stake, as many farmers
around here hut I'm sure they'll
work their (financial) problems out
and pay us."

Many farmers had relied on the
Merchants palments to cover their
own checks and 'are now having to
scramble to find money. • •
At least two Calloway County
farmers, however, received
cashier's checks Thursday from the
company to replace returned
checks, according to one farmer
who wished to remain anonymous.
The news comes just in time for

•••••.^.•

4

Vboar

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

• Tonight mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of rain or
freezing rain toward morning.
Low around 30. Wind becoming
south 5 to 10 mph.

•

COOPER
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By MARY LAYTON

FORECAST

Subscribirs who hae not
receised their home-delisered
copy of the Murray Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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.

Disaster aid possible
•to replace area bridge

1.00, Israel —Thro: majer airlines announced cutbacks or
suspension's of flights to Israel,
citing reduced 'tourism and'higher insurance costs due to fears
.of war in the region.
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many who will."lose everything' if
they can't receive money for-their
crops, aLcording to the farmer.
,"Some farmers have hap' checks
returned for two or thrept weeks,"
according to. the farmer, who said
he is waiting for about S19,000 in
two checks. "Anytime a farmer has
to wait for money, it's a -bad

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Spec building...
(Cont'd from page 1)
:he property
within b0 days, according to Buckingham. The other, which has
remained anonymous to local officials, has not expressed a timetable
for a decision
Buckingham could not comment
on what type of industries they
Were.
The traimng program idea for
the budding, however, is ,"not an
idea that has been shelved." BuckIngham said

Baesler becomes the
first candidate to
file for governor j

Bridge...

Read the
want ads daily

t

411•

•

-

FRIDAY, JANUARY 4, 1991

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — As
he became the first candidate to
officially file for a run for governor, Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler said Kentuckians deserVe a different kind of campaign in 1991
Baesler said .Thursday the contenders for the Democratic nomination should Participate in a series
of forums, debates and town meetings to proVide a serious discussion
of issues-confronting -the state.
"1 believe the citizens of our
commonwealth are entitled to more
10-saond sound bites and
(Cont'd from page 1)•
dolfats spent • on pohtt:
-ti-t4torts
advertising." tiaesler .said..
He said
.
. iidgc A ill
"1 has said over and over and
nopefuily be replaced by spring, so_.
:11 COr.!InUe to say that if the gov..at'-farmers who live On Cecil Ho:c7ior-ship o1. our state is for Sale. I
,rld Road are norcsd__10 use_
ne-rbv-roads- -a detour when- the --̀-t atiord it. gut -neither can thepeople of Kentucky."
-70r. are harvested.
\\ ...As said :at this is the worst.
"I am committed to campaign
:.g sseatner that-he has seen in - based upon the issues and provid" •-e years h„: has sersed as
rig my pans for where our commonwealth A ill be ate end of my
four-vear :em.'• Baesler said.
Ed.:,•at,on and taxit1on.envirm.7.1ental probrems. economic development and campaign : finance
reform are the issues on the apt!'
•- said.

I

40w%
114.• o.

Legislators...
(Cozad from page 1)
Se eral eVouiss•ihe lawmakers
stand to gain from the changes.
Rep. Jerry Brongcr, D-Louisville,
seems likely to head the House
Business OrganizatiOns and Professions Committee. And Sens. Gerald
Neal and Tim Shaughnessy and
Rep. Larry Clark. all Louisville
Donocrats, could win favorable
•
committee assignments.
_The high turnover stems mainly
from _the defeat or retirement of
many veteran lawmakers last year.
One exception is that House Democratic leaders appear likely to strip
returning Rep James E. Bruce. DPembroke, of his chaitmanship of
the Banking -a-nd Insurance
Committee.
The Committee- on Committees
in each chamber makes committee
assignments. There is Republican
representation, but the assigning
committees are dominated by the
leaders of ,the majority: Democrats.
who will appoint Democrats" le be
chairmen.'
Those leaders will be elected
Tuesday, and the only change in
the lineup of Democratic leaders
occur when Sen. Greg Higdon
of Fancy Farm is chosen by Senate
Democrats as his party's whip
Hegdon is running without oppos:.

Pon to replace Helen Garrett, who
was defeated last yea,.
Democratic leaders and some
other lawmakers said many decisions on key appointments are still
to be made.
House Speaker Don Blandford of
Philpot said he and fellow leaders
haven't recently discussed the possible replacehient of Bruce. But,
"At one time it was a foregone
conclusion. t. don't know anything
to chnage that.
Bruce has been chairman of the
Banking and Insurance Committee
for 15 years. Blandford declined to
offer a reason for removing him,
but House leaders made no secret
of •their displeasure with his vote
last year against the _education. reform and tax-increase bill.
Bruce said, "I'd rather not cornment and stir any controversy
before any final decision is made."
He said if leaders decide to replace
him, his vote against the education
and tax bill "would be the only
reason."
A new chairman would be chosen from a group that includes: 1341ly Ray Smith'of Bowling Green:
Bill Ark of Hodgenville; Albert
Jones of Paducah: and Paul
Richardson of Winchester.
Blandford said Brongcr is all but
certain to be appointed chairman of
the Business Organizations and
Professions Committee. This corn-

COUPON DAYS
2 DAYS ONLY
SATURDAY, JAN. 5 & SUNDAY, JAN. 6
•

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

400h

OFF

mittee had lxen headed by Rep.
Bill McBee of Burlington, who was
defeated.
The defeat of Rep. Dottie Priddy
of Louisville opened up the chairmanship of the Economic Development and Tourism Committee.
Among the House members
seeking that chairmanship are Bill
Lear of Lexington, Charles Genden of Wickliffe. Rex Smith of
Paducah and Mark Farrow of
Stamping Ground.
Smith and Rep. Chester "Bud"
Gregory of Elizabethtown are possible successors to Rep. Bobby
Richardson of Glasgow — who did
not seek re-election — as chairman
of the Energy Committee.,
.• . Clark is a contender for chairmanship of the Appropriations and
mittce that
rbeuvdigeewt'.s the economic-development
In the Senate, chairmanship of
the Senate Education Committee
became open when Sen. Nelson
Allen of •Bellefonte lost his reelection bid.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" •Rose of Winchester said
Sen. Ed Ford of Cynthiana is the
only' Democrat on the Education
Committee who is not a member of
the leader group. The leaders are
customarily not considered for
committee chairmanships.
Ford, however, is chairman now
Of the State Government Committee, which this year must handle
critical bills on redrawing-legislative and congressional districts.
Ford said this week he would
gladly accept the chairmanship of
either committee, but that he slightly prefers keeping the chairmanship
of State Government.
Sen. Joe Meyer of Covington
appears to be the top candidate for
the job that doesn't go to Ford.
With his anticipated.election
whip, Higdon will give up his
chairmanship of the Agriculture
-and Natural Resources Committee.
Sen. Fred Bradley of Frankfort and
Sen. Kim-- Nelson of Madisonville
are vying for that _post..
Three other standing committees
will be without chairmen — Electionsl and Constitutional Amendments_Judiciary-Civil, and Counties and Special Districts. And if
Bradley gets. the chairmanship of
Agriculture and Natural Resources,
he must give up his chairmanship
of the Labor and Industry
Committee.

Ford...

ANY ONE PREVIOUSLY REDUCED ITEM
*Must Present Coupon To Receive Additional Discount

(Cont'd from page 1)
he allowed, "It was an interesting
first .day." •

-Applies only to red-ticketed merchandise which has been reduced tor clearance
-May not be redeemed tor cash, used for payment orLaccount. or in combination with any other, JCPenney
coupon
-Valid January 5-6 1991
Murray. Ky Store Only

Also on Thursday, Kentucky's
other senator, Mitch McConnell,
'was sworn in for his second term
by Vice President Dan Quayle, The
48-year-old Republican's three
daughters watched from the visitors: gallery.

•
•

McConnell. who defeated Democrat Harvey Sloane in November,
.held..in.his left hand the same large
tarried-- when
family 'Pale '
he was sworn in six years ago and
when he twice took die oath of
office as Jefferson County judgeexecutive.

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL

30%

_

ANY ONE PREVIOUSLY

OFF

The Bible, McConnell explained
later, was bought in 1904 by his
grandfather. Robert Hayes McConnell. It is full of recordings of
births_ and. other notable family
events, including his grandparents'
signatures on a pledge to abstain
from-drinking alcoholic beverages.

REDUCED ITEM

*Must Present Coupon To Receive Additional Discount
-A-poles only to red-ticketed merchandise which has been reduced tor clearance
-May not be redeemed tor cash, used for payment on account or in combination with any other JCPenney
cpupon
-Valid January 5-6, 1991 ,
Murray, Ky Store Only
r•
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Fiscal court sets
Tuesday meeting

REDUCED ITEM

*Must Present Coupon To Receive Additional Discount
-Applies only to red-ticketed merchandise which has been reduced tor clearance
-May not be redeemed for cash used tor payment on account or in combination with any other JCPenney
coupon
-Valid January 5-6. 1991
Murray, Ky Store Only
•
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun, 1-5
759-9811

+ft

-

Cenney
„me,to life

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

After the swearing-in, McConnell had a "private" reception in
his office for supporters. An aide
reported that about 200 people
attended.
McConnell said in an interview
that he agrees with Mitchell that
the Senate should not debate the
war-powers issue now. But unlike
Mitchell, he says the authority to
wage war is a "gray" area of the
Constitution, and he suggested congressikal actio*n may not he
needed at all.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session
on Tuesday. Jan. 8, at 1 p.m. in the
office of Judge-Executive George
Weaks in the Calloway Cortnty
Courthouse.
The meeting is general in nature
and open to the public.

419
United Way
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

It brings out the best

in all of us:m

Core drilling

•

(Cont'd from page )1)
Engineers are requiring preliminary construction dimensions for the
shopping center before beginning
,drilling, Brandon said.
The size of the center will
depend largely on the anchor.store
or stores, Brandon said. The size is
needed to indicate to engineers
where the core drillings must be
made, he said.
•
The land, located adjacent to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
was 'traded to Howard and G.T.
Brandon by city and county officials who received a similar tract
of land and $75,000 to be used for
city park improvonents.
Brandon said
Ventures of Nashville, who is working
with the local. developers on .the
project. has "'about four very interested anchor stores lined up,".but
would not comment on the names
Of the stores. • Cumberland Ventures representative Gene Lynch confircd that
several possible anchor stores are
'interested in the project but added
that they, not the developers, would
make an announcement concerning
an expansion to Murray.
The Murray City Council
approved an ordinance last month
for the trade of the land to the
Brandons and is expected to hear
and approve the second reading of
the ordinance this month.

Farmers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
situation.Ruifiors -of bankruptcy would
only hurt the situation, according to
farmer Mark Paschall, who urged
farmers to have patience with the.
company.
.
"They've gat problems but 1
don't want to cause them more.
(with loose'. talk)." Paschall
"They- will get 'the problem.
r •
resOlVed."
Many farmers have 'sent their
checks to the Ohio hank with letc
ters of collections from local banks
which will allow their checks to be
paid within five days as funds are
made available by Merchants.
. A.groupof area farmers made a
trip to Ohio Wednesday after
receiving their grain checks from
the Ledbetter' granary, according to
'reports. _
A bank spokesperson reportedly
told one farmer from Carlisle
County that some checks were paid
Wednesday and more were paid
Thursday out of the Merchants
account, according to reports.
Merchants president Mike
Leuken,-in--a-telephone interview
-Thursday, said the company is
"making progrqs" with the cash
flow problem and promises to pay
all that is owed.
lc denied'rumors that the company is planning to 'file for
bankruptcy.
In he event of a failure at any
licensed warehouse, the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture administers a corporation that will cover
80 percent to 85 percent of what is
owned farmers, said Mike Noyes,
general counsel for the department.
Merchants is licensed, Noyes said.
-The Kentucky Grain Insurance
Corp-., which is funded by a checkoff contribution from producers, is
currently at its mAlifnum level of
53.5 million.

Master's level class
now offered at Bible
college in Mayfield,
school officials sag,
Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Wake Forest has
branched to---frika)4-ield's Mid Continent Baptig. Ey2le College,
offering an upper-levet course that
could lead to a master's degree,
according to a published report.
Southeastern began offering the
course in Mayfield:last semester,
according to the report.The three-credit hour course,
"American Revivalism," will be
taught by Dr. Glenn Miller, a
Southeastern faculty member, each
Monday from noon to 4 p.m.
beginning Jan. 28.
The Southern Baptist Convention
supports graduate-level seminaries
at Wake Forest, Louisville, New
Orleans, Fort Worth, Kansas City
and in California.:

Murrayan faces
a1co14o1 charge
A Murray man was arrested
Thursday and charged with trafficking in alcoholic beverages
according to a report from the Cal
low ay County Sheriff',
Department.,
Raymond Darnell, 53, of Rt. 3.
Murray, was arrested and lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on a
53,000 bond, according to reports.
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Courageous call of honesty
makes winner out of player
player incredulously.
Dear Editor, •
"Is that right?" he asked.
It was the last little league
The boy wavered for a second.
basketball game before Christmas,
and my team of fifth-graders was Then he braced himself. "Yeah,"
playing with unusual spirit and he said. "The ref asked and I told
him."
enthusiasm.
'The other coath stood, hands on
For One thing, they \mere filled
with that same pre-holiday energy hips, and stared at his player for a
that make sleeping so difficult on long moment. Then he barked a
Christmas Eve and causes school sharp command. "Call a time out!"
The boys walked slowly toward
teachers to consider career-alternalike..Aolunteering for the their coaches and formed a huddle
tives
hbrith Squad, for example. : And for around- him, the gym grew silent,
another, our record stood at four as fans for -both teams watehed
wins and three losses, on the sea- with interest to see how the coach
son; a win would keep us in con- would handle the situation. And
tention for the title, while a loss yes-, that number included me. My
would leave us mire among the instructions to my team were of the
"short -'n' sweet" variety,("Play
also-rans.
Our opponents for the evening hard!" or something similarly
ooden-esque), and I prepared to
were in a similar position and wre--i-Vrsimilarly talented; so4he game was leap to the boy's' defense should
a close one. We controlled the first the coach become too
quarter, playing some of our best
So it came as a bit of a surprise
ball of the season. But the other to many of us when the coach patLearn' came roaring back in the sec- trd his player on the back-, smiled
ond period, took the lead and held and said, "Good job. You did the
it into the second half.
right thing." Then he went back to
Midway through the fourth quar- work trying to help his team figure
ter my boys were holding .a one- out a way to recover the ball and
point advantage
rind the ball. A the lead.
weakly thrown pass was easily
In a more perfect world, such
intercepted by the other team, and
honor and integrity would always
their best player charged down the
left Side of the court with the ball. be rewarded with victory. It wasn'h
always
We hustled after him, with one of the case that night, nor is it
I4e.
in
real
the
-case
our players running stride-forOr is it? Success in life's greatstride with him as he attempted to
battle —the battle for decency
est
cross toward the center of the
goodness that surges within
and
court. There was a tangle. of arms
indrvidual — can rarely be
each
at
and legs as both boys shipped
as easily, as points on
measured
the ball, which finally spurted- out
scoreboard.
It has little to do with
of boiands, stopping. the clock.
normally associate
thethings
we
athschool
The referee', a high
accomplishment —
significant
with
lete' working for the city recreation
like money,
-know,
things
you
department. blew his whistle. Both
power. It's like the
fame,
glory
and
call,
awaited
the
sides anxiously
cliche says: life's most meaningful
which seemed at the time to have
successes aren't about winning or
inordinate bearing of the outcOme
losing, big. rather how we play the
of the contest. But the ref had been
game.
blocked out on the play and really
hadn't seen what happened; so he
lly- that standard-, no one in the
walked' over to the two - players gym would have called that young
involved and asked them who had
man or his coach "losers" — nO
matter what the scoreboard indilast touched the ball. caled. In fact, when my son told
My player quickly pointed to his
his mother about the game, he
opponent. The other youngster
.began to protest, then looked at his didn't talk about the win or :e'en
the points he scored. Instead he
coach, then at the ref.
"Yeah, he's right," said the lad
talked respectfully about a powersoftly. "It went off me. Their ball." ful example he had witnessed firstThe ref nodded, and pointed in
hand.
the direction of our basket, indicat"It was awesome!" Joe said, as if
ing that the ball would be in our
the boy had slammed home the
,possession. The other team's coach
winning points.
Come to think of it, that's just
charged onto the floor.
"No way!" he shouted. "That
what he'd done.
Sincerely,
went off the red player!"
The ref calmly shook his 1190.
Joseph Walker, bishop in the
"Your player said he knocked it Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints
out. Red ball!"
The other coach, a fierce and . 50 East N. Temple Street
fiery competitor, -tooked at his
Salt Lake City. 1 ";ah, 84150
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Predicting the unpredictable
Many "experts" are offering a
more sophisticated analysis of the
future of the Soviet Union in the
wake of Eduard Shevardnadze's
resignation as Foreign Minister last
week, but because oi,their history
of naivete, wishful thinking and
By Cal
. just plain wrongheadedness, we
Thomas
should be wary of accepting the
views of these prognosticators.
Predicting the success of the able pertornial...e ol the Soviet
Soviet experiment, for example, Union suggests that it can. in 1920
Walter Duranty of the New York Russia As hut a minor figure in
Times said in the 1930s, "I put my the economic coahti:s of the
world. Today it is a - coantry whose
money on Stalin."
Communist apologist Anna economic achievieffehts _bear_ comthe- -United Louise -Strong observed,-"One must- parison with-. th
not make a god of Stalin; he :was States."
And yet these experts are still
too valuable'for that."
Modern experts have similarly listened to as i1 . they had sonic
inside track, wh.:e other -vo'ices
low : forecasting averages.
Seweryn Lialer, professor of more worthy of imnsideration -are
political science at Columbia Uni- scarcely heard. Two of those that
versity,-predicted in a 1982 Foreign deserve a bigger audietce are
Affairs article, "The Soviet Union 8ergei Khrusht hey and Sergo
is not now nor will it be during the Mikoyan, the sons of the late
next dem:lean the throes of a true Soviet leaders Nikita Khrushchev
systemic crisis, for it boasts enorm- and Anastas Mikoyan.'
ous _unused reserved of political
Khrushchev, ho IS visiting the
and social stability that suffice to Institute of POI-.tii.s.at Harvard and
endure the deepest difficulties."
whose father.Tried his own reforHarvard economist John Kenneth mation before he was forced to res
Galbraith said iril.9.84, "The Soviet ign as Soviet premier in 1964,
economy has made great national believes that Mikhail Gorbachev
progress in recent years."
can succeed where his father failed.
M.I.T. economics professor Les"My father tried to reform from
ter Thurow said as recently as last the top," he told me. "He didn't
year,"Can economic command sig- tail( about a market economy and
nificantly compress and accelerate that 'kind of reform doesn't work.
the growth .process? The remark- We must reform the economic

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

and the political held, "which
.1 heft
ittle the Coned, S:..
very difficult. We must clew()) can do to promote peaceful chahi.
in the Soviet.. Union, hut there
everything of the past. -The West
much it can do to let the reaction
an'help by engaging with us. in
ai---y---forces know that the ,SOvie
'joint economic enterprises."
.
While Khrushchev believes the • Union would' be forced to
enormous price if reformsr
changes instituted by Gorbachev
SliAkeii or H•],
litre "so deep we -will fleCtf go-back
to ,, u;
The IS s..
to the Cold War," he fear; a pcitisi:
-hie civil waf whosr outtior.i-J.4. would
ptyrt-the-ittoy-chnet toward
be unpredictable should Gorbachev
and opt:h. Soviet society. If Gorh.
fail and either become a (...api,ive of
cliev's survival means further ph
ress toward these objetlives
the military or forced ii„tNlikoyan, who works at the , but there should he More
Academy of Sciences
.15oiic thin helping
lute 444---M444-444--44-4-4-,.lilt
oodr ow- 'Wilson • (.:z.nticr••rr.
-Heritage -Foihrd:olc,•
EdwiR Feu,'
Washuigton, describes li.ihself as
that the Si
- -"part (it a ininoniy wip) likes and
put on noticc
trusts Gorbachev." Niikoyan says
against indepc.:
that a worst ca,e scenario would
risk can..
involve a cabal of some generals
• and influential- KGB. officials who
•4 hrr
would throw their support behind
• the "conservative"wIng
Communist Party
Russian Communist
Ivan Pol;
Gorbachev.
Mikoyan
• .
not believe th.s .i..„
believes Gorbachev
least until the next „
years." Nlikoyan-crit::,,,:d ii:e
cral wing" of the pa%y "for
understanding, that their. !..
depends on the fate of Gorbachev
So when they
undermine th
movement."

Homeless crusade is do-gooders''Top

During -a recent holiday party, a
sensitive and refined young woman
was going on about the plight of
cht.es.
the homeless and how upset she
was that society was unable to deal
stores
with this terrible problem.
pint of skui.
My instincts told me to drift to a
of cheap
By Mike
different part of the house, where
panhandle a
Royko
someone might be talking about
then return to Skid Row
whether Dan Qualye would volunthe basic necessities: foo,
teer to lead American troops into
e ,aid. "If you are, this isn't a and housing. And if y ).4; got.-sit
sj.hect."
police wagon' would come 'and i
combat. But that would have been
rude of me. Besides, she was standI said: "You are a .do-gooder, you to the county hosp...•'
ing directly in ...„
front of the liquor and the do-gooders' must share the medical care.
blame for the plight of the homeBuit_ Skid "Row oft-ended d ,
table.—
"Why can't something be done less, In facj, do-gooders Might be gooders. In the old days i:
for these unfortunate people?" the the single worst culprits. l was _various abstmentie
piing womm. asked. There was a their idea.. to tear 4n the flops came the spc,iii_it
accused flop hot.si. ov..;44.::,, 4,
silence, then I realized she was and empty the loony bins."
looking at -me and expected in
"The whaf- -".. she said. Her ques- misery-profiteers._ And the\
answer.
tion confirmed what I had su5- stantly demanded . that the
ne
I resisted the urge to say: "And
pected. For all her bleeding- houses and Skid Row
•"'
why can't something be 'done to heartism, she knew - little about down. ifhey 'said Such
make you stand over by the platter modern urban social history. So I intolerable.
of chicken livers wrapped in bacon ••explained.
They didn't kn. It,'
quiet al:ie.s, ra
so you don't 'block convenient
had
be
long
stretches
There used to
access to the booze?"
of dumpy hotels called "flop culators 304* Cir,
(
Instead, I just shrugged,- and she houses." These were seedy joints - future and figure that
went on about the heartlessness of where a person with a drinking dis- be wIrrth bigger bucks •, J.:ie day. I
those who have more than they order (formerly known as a wino or
And - thanks to the do-gooLir, it
•
An-d
Tr.n77 -.
need and refuse to share with those alky) could rent a bed ft-it-the-filet
whd have little:
for a minimal price. In other words, centrally located Skit!
"I read a story," she said, "about a place to come in Out of the -coldI-ne-vH-Ros. a...
some men who live on the lower and flop That's why they called no longer -had to pluck thj'A
level of Michigan Avenue and
buck or so for a smelly cot. Ma.!,them flOp houses.
sleep under pieces of old carpet. In
There were clusters of flop son Street had been purged and :Le
this weather, can you imagine?"
houses in different parts of town. goodness of the do-gooders
,7WLi
Senior Citizens of Calloway CounI couldn't take it anymore. So •I Clusters of flops were known as a triumphed.
Dear Editor,
,a and
ty, Parents Anonymous, Children's
This year's United Way Fund
said: "You know whose fault that
The only problem was that Ci
arcn't
Health and Mental Protection
Drive has drawn to a successful
is, don't you? It's your fault."
had
a
those winos no longer
close and once again the people of Agency, the Kidney Foundation of.
"Are you trying to be funny?"
place to flop on a cr,-Hd w •
Murray-Calloway County 'have Kentucky, Spouse Abuse Hotline
e 1990 Limle,cr F ealure Syndscaile Inc
night.
'
given much-needed financial sup- and Shelter, the By Scouts and the
a..
KENTUCKY
- This happened in
port-to our 14 .mezber agencies. Main Street Youth Center. Currentcountry. And it's one. _of_the
'2;ir C7igg!CS.
the
LOTTERY
iy, any local charitable Organizamans
so
reasons
wily
there
are
"We]], s,
he
Since the United Way of
tion that completes our application
MO% 1"7:'..
chronic drunks sleeping outdoors
]%1
Murray-Calloway County's initial and is recognized by the Internal
traiinstead of indoors. The do-gooders :oward
fund drive in 1986, just five United
Revenue Service as nonprofit can
-That's
the
indoors.
r.ghl.
got
rid
of
reptaced
Way Fund Drives have
be considered to receive United 109IX AL 144:1111A SAY, SAT AC Sit 7114101101
t e tot-te. But r„2".: .
At the same time they were eli- ,
over 70 individual solicitation cam- Way
funds.
flops,
dc
C7.
•
the
N1
SCIAI
AT
CLE.101,1
minating
cheap
W.
the
paigns. While...the:, number of
Your tax-deductible gifts provide'
drives
have
community-wide fund
supervised recreation for our youth,
been drastically reduced, the loving care for abused children and
United Way has experienced a subadults, counseling for those with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
stantial increase 4n overall giving
Here arc Thursdaxls winning
special problems, a hot meal-for a
JO BURKEEN
-and have collected almost half a shut-in, an emergency phone call to
numbers
selected
by
the
Kenmillion -dollars in those same five
a Calloway Countian serving in
tucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
, Ten years ago
1 hir tj _rears 'ago
•
years. Thank you Murray-Calloway
.Saudi Arabia and even a home for
4-3-3.
Ashjley Renee McKendree, . -Inc first baby born at Murray
County!
a lost puppy.
daughter or Roy and Melissa Hospital-in 1961 was a girl to Dr.
to
you
Murray-Calloway
Thanks
McKendree, is first baby of 1981. and Mrs. John Ingram of 'Calvert
Your tax-deductible -gifts help
County, it works for all of us...the'
She was born Jan. 3 at 3:13 a.m. at City on Jan. 1 at 1:50 p.m., accordsupport the local chapters of the
United Way!
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. ing to Hospiktil Administrator BerAmerican Red Cross, the
(
Iti*rrsiP14
William G. Hart M.D° was nard. Harvey. -I
Sincerely,
it( iliJP
Y.M.C.A., the 4-H Council, the
recently awarded a Certificate of
Edwin Stokes and
Bob Cornelison
Humane Society, the -Girl Scouts,
.... t //41 50,
Shell
'
• •„
American Board of Ophthalmology Stokes of Stokes Tractorlt ImpleUnited Way Fund Drive
the Arthritis Fonndation, the West
for his proficency in training, ment Company, won an all expense
Kentucky Mental Health Center, Chairperson
experience and competitive paid .trip to Sugar Bowl at New,
examinations.
'Orleans, La., over the holidays in a
.pro-y their manufacturer.
Twenty years ago
years ago
Forty
Publisher
APPERSON,
"In
this
snowy freezy weather,
WALTER L.
TED DELANEY, General Manager
James H. Stockdale, James
put out food for the birds. If you
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
don't have any regular bird feed, Smith, Charles E. Rowlett, James
Kuwaiti students sit here in the
Dear Editor, DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
table scraps will beat nothing," E. Rowlett, Billy P. Howard, CharWake up America!! Anothai good ole U.S.A. hoping that the
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
from
column, "Seen & Heard
les NI. Burkeen, Joe P. Johnson,
Texas war monger is upon us.
Great American Military Machine
700)
, & Tenn (USPS
TIN Murray Lacks.
Around
Herbert J. Brandon, Gent% T. NousMurray"
by
James
C.
nations
will crush this invader.
We are now .defending
afternoon except Sundays,July 1,Clvisernas
published
every
&Limes
is
Ledger
den,
The
Murray
Glenn Y. Crawford, Gerald D.
\Villiams.
Why are they not (kicking home
that in 1973 and 1979, along with
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001 Whitnell Dr.
Humphries,
Births
reported
include
a
girl
to
IsaaCW. Dowdy, ThoMurray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071
the oil companies, managed to cost to Saudi Arabia to join the allied
mas
L.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerry,
Don
Neale,
Winchester,
Buel G.
some
child
homeland?
forces that defend their
every man, woman and
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $500 per month, payable in advance
Dec. 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mohundro and Joe R. Nance leit
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, mayiseid, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and Pins.
of the necessary funds to live with. Maybe they know more than meets
Jan. 2 for induction in the Armed
Buchanan and Puryear. Tn , $57 00 per year By mail to other destinations 164 50 per year
Charles Ham and a girl to Mr. and
Again, I say we got stuck with the the eye.
To reach a/I departments of the newspaper, phone 753-1916
FbrceS from Calloway County.
Mrs.
Raymond
Hill,
a
boy
Dec.
29;
Press,
Kentucky
Press
Sincerely,
the
Associated
of
Tittles
as
a
member
Murray
Ledger
&
greed of oil.
The
Miss Sarah Henderson and Pete
and
Mrs.
Jerry
,to
Mr.
Moffitt
and
a
Araociauon.
Publishers
Newspaper
Southern
1140CIALIGNI
and
A
, Dennis H. Beckwith
Our service men and women sit
ezeitisive.iy entitled to news animated by The Murray Ledger &
Associated
Press
es
The
Panzera,
both of Murray, were
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Gary
Dyer,
girl
to
Rt. 8, Box 855
and wait in a waste land to die.and
TWIG
married Dec. 22 at Hopkinsville.
20.
Dec.
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and
Murray,
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The
for
life.
crippled
be
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United Way Fund Drive
draws to a successful close
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LOOKING BACK

Wake up America! We are now protectors
of countries who overprice our crude oil
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Coming ev,ents are listed
Friday, Jan. 4
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose:Lodge. -

DATEBOOK

Friday. Jan. 4
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Pamela's
house for a Movie Marathon. For
more information call Pamela.
o—cn :ill Meet at
AA and A-1-7ep.m. at J.U. Kevil Cenier, south \753-7638. or Jeanne. 753-0224.
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Saturdav, Jan. 5
Temple
Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
Main &met Youth Center at 205
and
Masons will Meet at
Accepted
openfrom
Nortn Fourth St. will be
p m. at lodge hall.
_For information call
751-TEEN..
Couples Bridge with Janice and
•- Alford Chapter No. 441 Order of. Jim Johnson as hosts is schedoled
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:10 at 7:30 pm. at Oaks Country Club.
p.m. at,lodge hall at Aurora
Murrav State University Racer'
Baskettikt
--Team will _play - At111:11
-OUL
-Night
PaiNILS'
be:from
••
5710 tei 1-1-,-p.rr, at First United Peay at 3 p.m. .in Racer Arena.
Methodist Chu7., •
Natha:.. B Stubblefield Speech
Tournament is scheduled at Murray
High School •

w:Kimberly Hole
bride-elect of
Jay. Simmons

.A.A'
• •, •

\

Volunteers, to sponsor seminar,

Preschool Council a-callable
Preschool Interagency Planning Council (PIP-C) of Calloway County
and the surrounding Area is a non-profit organization 6ensisting of professionals who are interested in hejping preschool children who have special
needs. The purpose of PIP-C is to help identify and referVreschoOl children who have special needs to. appropriate professionals as well as making
the' public aware of what community resources are availablefor these
children. PIP-C also offers inservices- about topics such as early identification. trarisitioning and community resources.- Any -organization interested in having a PIP-C representative speak at one of Your meetings,
pkase contact Sue Snell at 762-2446 or Judy Whitten at 7514)31.

CCHS will issue grade cards
Calloway County High School will issue grade cards for the second
nine weeks arid semester on Friday. Jan.. I 1. No parent-teacher :conferences will be held on Thursday. Jan. 1(. according
cr
tOJerry Ainley;ptincipal a CCHS
•*

• Temple Hill mei:ling Saturday:
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
pturday. Jan, 5, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on highway 464. east
of Alm°. New officers will-be---instalk4.1.--ror the year of 1991. AILIMaster
:nvi:cd

Turkey Shoot will be at 1 p.m. at
American Legion Post 89 at Ross,,
wiod Shares, Springville. Tenn.,

has mode
her selections
from
Pier 1 's
Bridal Registry

The Community Improvement -Volunteers will. sponsor a seminar
entitled "Prepare Now .For Spring Planting" on Thursday. Jan. 10, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Rob Stanfa of Rolling Hills
Nursery...will conduct the seminar. Topics include soil preparation, fertilizers, shade tolerant plants, and layout -of foundation plans. Jo Benson.
chairmperson of the CIV Committee. said "this is the beginuing of an
effort to make people aware of the value of landscaping. Homeowners can
improve the teal 'estate value of their home with plants. Also with
nationwide effort called 'Global Relear everyone should plant a tree for
the. environment." Future Activities of the Community: Improvement ‘'01wars will he announcil.d, at a later date.

Mattliezv Ryan j'homasson born
• Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Thomasson oi 605 Oaks Rd., Paducah. are the
parents f a-son. Matthew Ryan, weighing eight pounds-. six. oun.'es-,. born
24; at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah
'They have another son, Nlichael Ian, 3. Theibmother, tile. former Christc
Fielder. is orii-eaveTrom-Wal-Mart in Paiucih. The father is with Piggls
,Wiggly of Reidland. Grandparents are James am :1 Jean Fielder of Murras.
A great-grandmother is Mrs. Beulah Fielder of Ns'est View Nursing Home,
MeirraY's

Bondurant returns from visit
Charles 0: Bondurant returned home Thursday after spending tvvi
weeks with his son, Dr. James Bondurant ind family. Los Arfgeles, Calil

Coed Y-Club donates

meet at -/s
!Li' •

Woman's Club Board will meet
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet -Monday. Jar
7, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. Barbara Brandon. president, urge
hoard members to attend this important business meeting.
.
.

imiiimportSts
Lnverootaio on cesrla

Speckil interest lesson Tuesday

"An Update on Inheritance Taxes and Wills" will be pre•sented Tuesday. an ti.rat 2:30 p.m. in the meeting room of-Calloway County Publi,
Library. Chuck Foster of the Bank of !Murray% ill present the lesson. This
will be the training school for Calloway County Homemaker Clubs takin:
this letkon. Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home economics, sat.;
"there is no written material for lesson leaders. I realize that 0.0 vluh?,
__Meeton this date. Consider bringing all your club members interested plus
any husbands interested (as this will be Open to !1ie
!flt3e mee!;..
,v
which Will last about one hour.-

iConid on page 12)

ei94/%4**%444-444t

retolt you

e444.1,e.
OUR PRICES—UNBEATABLE
OUR SERVICES UNBELIEVABLE

Charlie s Sate-T
Discount Pharmacy •
Glendale at Whitneli
753-4175 Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30

Start the New Year off right!
Connie Smith Aerobics
7

Murray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen,editor

School lunch menu. .imn.orril hs
, Laura Luciano. left. secrelarv of toed
tub of Callow.0 ounty
High School, presents a check for $50 to %lima% Fire Chiet James
'turnbuckle. The monev was used fur the annual Children's flolida%
Parts held h the Fire Departmecit.

°nicers serving were N1axint.
Kaisier, asso..- iate• matron; .Enoch
Kaiser., associate patron; Lana
Lasater, secretary; Tv..ila Coleman,
treasurer: luta Hutson. conductreSs;
Brenda Newberry. associate con"ductress: Dorothy Buten, chaplair.: Louise Short-, organist;
Frances Church:. Adah; Patricia
Evans. Ruth; Helen_ Webb. Esther;
,Dolly Clark, Martha; Shirley Murray, Electa: Hardin Alderdice, warder. and Bob ,Bazzell, sentinel.
matron appointed the
Visitors from other chapters
. mittees for the year as
were Gloria An McLaughlin,
1
- Frances Churchill, Bob
member of Olive Chapter 396 in
Bazzell and Sybil Lasaier:
Gary'. Ind.: Margaret M. Hinman,
Proficiency - Maxine Kaiser.
member Chapter 87 in Evansville.
Lnoch Kaiser -art Betty Dodd;
Ind.: LaMarr and Maxine SenseRelief - Bob Farley, Roy -Clark
man, members of Tippecar.oe
Dolly Clark,
Chapter No. 307 in Tipp, Ohio.
.k,,:nss and D,stress - June, .•• Other members on the .side were
Cr
Brenda Newberry and
Thelma Farley_, Bob Farley, Roy
Frances Ch.irchili.
Clark and Betty Noble.
Resolution - Tv.:la Coleman,
A six:ial hour followed with .
Lana La-sater and Hardin Alderd ice.
holiday refreshmehts being s.ervThe next meeting mil be 1_
day. - Jan. 8, at 7:30 p.m. at thc
Masonic Hall.

•,

-g Monday, Jonary
Classes Monday
thru Thursday
Morning Class: 10 a m.
Evening Class: 6 p.m.

Get in shape .for summer
'Gymnastic classes begin
today

For More Information
Call:

753-6705,

Inc.

,Eastern Star Chapter meets
Mdrray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star met Tuesday.
Dec. 11. at the Masonic Hall -on
High-way 12 North,- Coldwater
Road. ,
Sybil Lasater. worthy matron;
and Joe Lasater. worthy patron,
presided.
,
Dolly Clark was installed as
Martha for the comin year with
-.1:- A':lerdice serving as instIll.

Weight Onitml For Lifer Has
Already Cost Its Participants
.\ Forttu Tn N(iw Clothes.

•

!THEATRES

Kindergarten
Cop (PG-13)

1
340
7 10
9 10

Home Alone

1
330
7 15
91

(PG)

No One Complained.
YOUR NEW WARDROBE AND OUR MEDICALLY SUPERVISED WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
*program should be a perfect fit Through the use of nutnuon education, physical activity. medical supervision
and our low calorie. nutritionally balanced supplements. you will not only lose weight, but learn ho- to keep it
off
Call Weight Control for Life! today at 762-1533 for a free personal consultauon There's no obligation and if
you want to participate after your initial consultation. ypu can start immediately! Dr-ssed those new clothes.
you'll look as great as yot.'11 fed._

3 Men & A
Little Lady (PG)

130
3 35'
7 00
9 10

An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County llospaal
Suite 173W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 • (502) 762-1533

Children's
Fashigns
Menus. for the various lunchrooms in_ the county and. city
schools for the week of Jan. 7 to 11
have been released bY Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors for - Calloway,
County and Murray City S.Chools
respectively. The menus. subject to
occasional change, are as follows:

w/meat sauce, turkey club sandwich; Thursday - barbecue ribbette, chili w/cheese and crackers;
Friday - crispy catfish strips, pig in-a-blanket. Salad bar. hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza; fruits, vegetables. deli sandwichoa, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.
MURRAY CITY

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Elementary breakfast
Monday - .Poptart; Tuesday Fast, North, Southwest
Honey Bun: Wednesday .- cinnaBreakfast
Monday - apple turnover; Tues- mon toast; Thatsday - sausage and
day - ham on biscuit; Wednesday - biscuit; Friday ,- donut. Juice or
cinnamon roll; Thursday - break- fruit and mirk are served each day.
Robertson
fast pizza; Friday - blueberry mufMonday - hamburger, chicken
fin. Milk, juice. cereal and toast are
fried steak; Tuesday - pizza, Slopavailable daily.
Joe; _Wednesday - spaghetti and
Lunch
. corn dog; Thursday - hamMonday - chicken nuggets, bar- rolls.
becue sandwich; 'Tuesday -- chili burger. crispy steak; Friday chili and peanut butter sandand crackers, submarine sandwich;
Wednesday - corn dog, deli turkey wich. Chdf-ce bf fruits. vegetables
sandwich: Thursday - breakfast and milk are available daily.
Carter
:or lanch - scrambled eggs. sausage
Monday - hot dog, hamburger:
arid his-CUit, tuna salad sandwich:
Friday .• .crispy fish, cheeseburger. Tuesd4y - pizza, grilled cheese
Peanut butter/jelly sandwich, _sandwich: Wednesday - fried
grilled cheese, fruits, vegetables; chicken and rolls: Thursday - subfiies. desserts, milk, and fruit drink marine, ribbettc; Friday - vegetable soup w/pimento cheese sandare available daily.
wich. roast beef sandwich. Choice
Calloway Middle
of fruits, vegetables and milk are
Breakfast
Monday -*French toast stix w/ available daily. .
Middle, High
syrap. Tuesday - chicken fritter on
Breakfast
biscuit; Wednesday
scrambled
eggs, hashbrowa, toast; Thursday
Monday - bacon, toast and jelly;
- breakfast pizza; Friday - biscuit Tuesday - blueberry muffins;
w/sausage gravy. Cereals, fruits, Wednesday - pancakes; Thursday.
milk and variety of juices are avail- - eggs and bacon; Friday - donut.,
able. daily.
Cereal, Milk, fruit juice or fruit are
itt,•
Lunch
available daily.
•
!Monday -- --burrito and chili, hot
Murray Middle
ham and cheese; Tuesday 7 fried
Monday - crispito and cheesc
chicken, fish sandwich; Wednes- roast beef sandwich; Tuesday 'day - - Mexican • pizza: submarine salisbury steak, submarine -sandsandwich; Thursday - taco salad. wich. Wednesday - spaghetti. corn
barbectie sandwich; Fritai - veg- dog; Thursday baked potato and
etable soup w/grilled cheese, veget- meat, ribette steak; Friday - fis,h.
able soup _w/hot dog. Salad bar, sandwich and cheese, grilled
fruits, vegetables,
milk and cheese sandwich. French fries, pizfruit drinks are available daily.
za, choice-of fruits and vegetables,
Calloway High'
milk and fruit drinks arc availithle
Breakfast
. daily.
Monday - breakfast pizza; TuesMurray High
day - sausage and biscuit; WedMonday - Hoagie sandwich.
nesday - ham and cheese on deli burritoes; Tuesday - chicken riu:
bun; Thursday - sausage and bis- gets. Chuckwagon; Wednesda
cuit; Friday - French toast stix w/ turkey and rolls, ham sand.
syrup. Breakfast bar, cereal, fruit, Thursday - fish sandwich a:
donuts, juice and milk are available cheese, grilled cheese sandwici..
daily.
Friday - chili, chicken fried steak.
•
Lunch
Pizza, hamburgers, French fries,
MOnday.- chili crispito, veget- baked potatoes, nachoS, soft bread
. ]c soup w/grilled cheese sand - pretzels, choice of fruits and veget.h; Tuesday - fried chicken, ables, milk and fruit drinks arc
torn dog; Wednesday - spaghetti available daily.
'fries,

The Godfather 130
7:30
Part III (R)

•,

Weight Control For Life

oung-af-Ileart.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
. Rint),Fur

.
• mum c

th. rt •

nut • 753-3 i ii
Open II:am to 10:pm

77;3-110115
- fullNItirr.1%.
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Father of Murray man still active at age of 100
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used a rototiller instead of turnirtg- moved to the city from Farmington.
The following story about Fred __biggest •hash, on, ,his birthday in.
H. Hale, father of Norman.D. Hale Cape Elizabeth, althcied about 150 the soil by hand. Stimetimes in the lie and his wife, who died in 1979
after 69 years of marriage, raised
summers, he'll drive to Wells and
of Murray, was written by John
gliests, including family . from
pick lobster meat at his grandson's iheir five children there. aroynd the 'colintty.. There there
Richardson, staff writer for Evenlobster -pound.
t "Three children are living,
ing Express, Portland, Maine, and
wag the beekeepers' party, the reti'He travels on his owfri around
including a daughter in Wells: and
published in the Dee. 11th edition. res from the railway mail service
sOits in Kentucky and New York.
Mr. 'Hale has visited in Murray
party. the beano players party._ - the Country as well as around South
Portland. 'He just buzzes around,' Hale has 14 grandchildren and nime
many times with his Ion afidcwqfe.--- , "Hale shrugs and offers a simple
_.„.
expianation for his popularity: says his daughter-in-law, like his great-grandchildren.
"Listening to Hale, it s clear_he
bees.
'South Portland - Fred H. Hale
'Being so old, I guess.'
"Hale is amused that when he enjoyed the reunions and parties.
'Friends say there's more to it
:ooks .remarkably good for a guy
"In honor ol his birthday, Kaihad his driver's license renewed in
who's, been to more thatla halfthan that.
tuc ky's governor mal,.•11..ile a Ken"'He's one of.those people that November it was a few weekS
dozen parties in the lasilev4 weeks.
everyone learns to love as soon- as before his date of birth — 12/1/90. tucky Colonel and t S Sen. SVilNever mind that the parties:were in
Fred II. 'Dale, top photo, is shown with his bee hises at his home in
ham Cohen of tvline presema
they meet hirni says friend. Matson That could only happen to a person
honor of his 100th birthday.
South
Portland, Maine. This picture was published with a feature
flag
a
with
th,,tas
Hale
at
flown
turn'ing
_
bee:
'100.
fellow
a
Yarmouth,
of
Lord
just take it as it comes,' Vale
shiN about Dale in an issue of American Bee Journal. In the bottom
-It is au.iating,' Lord-cays. 'I
the U.S. Capitol. He already had
keeiler and smelt fisherman.
says, sitting in the living room of
photo. Hale; right, is pictured, in an earlier photo with his wife, Mrs.
It's not so much his age that got 'just can't believe that he is the age been recognized by Jte state Legishis ,Mt. Vernon Street home 'and
Hale who died in 1979 at the age of 87, and his son, Norman I).
Flora
Maine's
Beekeeper.
his
is
it
as
•
friends
Odes!
as
lature
many
so
Hale
of
wind
got
first
he
how
telling
that he is.'
Hale,
left, of Murra.
"Hale laughs V. hen he tells the
'surprise' party plans, But, he says, outgoing personality. II& likes to
"'It's like when.,he's working the
polite
-the
w-hoabotitdoesn't
officer
story
'He
—
be around people
'I didn't have an inkling until
bees. lie amazes me,' Lord say-c,
_really like to be by himself,' says • describing the skill of handling followed him home onc day last
October.:
winter to ch_ck his dr.',er's luense
Lord. And, whether at the Masonic hives as one of smooth and delib"He'll sit and chat, but this man
.s no idle rocker. lie hunts, fishes, Lodge or with senior citizens, erate movements. 'He'll work so alter Hale lad d..g -iself out of-a
being activc - has- introduced- Hale-to •• -SmciOth (that) the..heeS 'neVer-ge:' stlow hanknns ftr.tand—R-vent,.
travels-, pith !Ohs-ter meal-, tends
1he cop, who A as .surprised
loads of people__
us garden and is a well-respected
disturbed of upset:special
most
Hale's
of
On
--,:ekeeper, among. many other
"Hare, one bf the last to prOduce hate's age, never- gave ft3te 3,t:. hugs
friends is 2-year-old Kate Bove, comb honey in Maine, got his first hut did ask him tor an invitation H
his 100th . hirthday party.
who lives across the street. 'She's hive when he was 17 years old and
• "Hale turned a Lemur): old Dec.
"The officer surprised Hale when t and was still celebrating
the one that keeps me alive now,' hasn't lost the touch, according to
1
througa joke- Flale says.
week. Ile and his family
Lord, who met Hale when he he brought his family to
party in Cape Ehrabeth. It A
ihout being on a strict birtbday . 'His age doesn't get in the way of started beekeeping 11 years ago.
making new friends and, except for
..ike diet. Some parties had multi"Hale lives alone in the home gLeatest klek I qot out ii:
some .digiculty hearing, hasn't he's occupied for 70 years since hc. Hale says "
cakes, and some cakes they
ei.:ide whether there were 10 slowed him down at- all.
"Hale even managed to fit in a
i
got carried over from parhunting trip last month around the
to party.
Kentuclq-Missouri border. The
-hundreds of people have helped
senior Hale ggt an 11 -point buck.
:::ebrate, starting last month
while his son, grandsons and- greathis soii's home in Kentucky. The
REGULAR
grandsons all went hom.e. emptySt/11th
PRICES
handed.
South,
at
fan
_regular
"lie's a
ON ALL REMAINING CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE
Portland High School basketball
PLUS...
A Plar_eToDiscover?,
andfootball-games. And soon he'll,
FROM
ITEMS
WITHSET-UP
NOW
he driving to Topsham to do sonic
V1CRRAY'S UNIVERSITY PLAZA
OUR SALE TABLES ARE
luta Hutson was hostess at her
ice fishing.
...ON CHESTNUT STREET
THROUGH-OUT THE STORE, ALL REDUCED 50%!
home tor the December meeting of
"hlale is an active gardener, too.
South P:e.:Sant.Grove Homemakers
Last sufnmer was the first that he
Club.
-Ttr. was-- a --potluck - luncheon
ilh 13 members answering the
1990 A J ilfYNCAOS TOBACCO CO
roll call by naming something done
holidays.
•n preparation for the
Clovis Brawn gave the devotion.
6r,r,:p-sng!rig or carols as heldl'o!low,n,‘: the luncheon, the
ireml'ers went to W.A.T.C.H.
(work a:til:ifies-training center for
the handicapped) Center to take a
donat:in made by each member.
Thk: group also toured the Center.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Jar: Y. 1:30 p.m.. at the home of
w ita Coleman.

75

TO

Pleasant
meets
at Hutson home

dub

90% OFF •I

Hospital releases
report -for Thirrsday
-

One newborn admission_dismisand one expiration at .MurrayCallow al,.... -County Hospital for
Jar. 1,- have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Boyd baby girl, mother. Elizabeth.
5outhside Manor,
Murra‘ •
Dismissals
• Robert Eugene Shecks, P.O. Box
260, New ,Concord; Mrs. Debbie
Ann Miller, 1311 South 16th St.,
.
'..l.rras; •
lir:I.:Ile\ Hendricks, Rt. g, Box
Murray; Mrs. Julie A jackson and baby gin. Rt. 3,/pox 133,
S.1:1

Miss Judy- Blaylock and baby
girl.Kt. 2. Box 95. Gi e sville;
Rt. 4,
Mrs. Hattie 1,ee Harg
Box "47.A Murray:
_Orphill Taylor, West View Nursing Home, Murray; Si. Waters, Rt.
1, Box. 94, Sedalia; Eurie Bazzell,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Mrs. Mable Carruth Perry, 405
North Second St., Murray; Mrs.
Jeanette -Williams, Rt. 5, Box
244,E. Benton:_
Charles Miller, Rt. 3, Box 1110,
Murray; Bennie Simmons, 1113
Fairlanc, -Murray.
Expiration
James Dudley Hughes,1 Rt. 4,
72.8A, Murray

Over 1 million smokers have spotted Doral's rich
tobacco taste and low price. Now that we're America's
favorite value brand,Doral is a deal no one can overlook.

ridal
egistry
•11

11c are pleased to
announce that Kim Hale,
Ann
beet)
bride-elect of Jay
Scott Simmons, has
selected her bedding

* ••2,

and bath accessories
from our bridal registry.
Kimberly and Jay
will be married February 2.1, 1991,

JCPenney
Cnestno Hiis Shoppng Center
Murray Kentudry

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes ung Cancer, Heart Disease,
fmphysema,\ And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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Lady Tigers enjoy 'just win' philosophy in victory Inside
E3‘,/ DANIEL T. PARKER -.1111.,ray Ledger & Tunes Sports Editor
Tiger coach Jim, Harrell
he would have been satisfied
anything from a one- to a
2' point win, and both ends of the
r.—ge were within reach during the
rth quarter of Thursday night's
• c against Carlisle County
a:
High School.
The in is the important thing.'
•%1!-?said after his Lady Tigers
, •ed the new year off right, post.
65-58 win over the Lady
t :lets. 'it doesn't matter whether
Ii was 'one. or 20 points."
T
• after Stepitunic Vanoyer's
Ifot -lie at
. Afie
‘
t'
11-01 hrSAX
o: :he second qUa!".CT, seemed
34

---•••••••

s.

•

a

4

s,

tell -the girt to play to win, not to
-play not to lose,' Harrell said.
"Sometimes when
get hesitant
you begin to rtiiike mistakes.:
Vineyard led all scorers with 33
points in the game and now needs
only 37 points to-. reach- the
1.(WO-poin: plateau midway
through her iuniur season. The sixcemer sparred Carlisle's comefforl with a turnaround jumper arid a rebound and fast-break
then
again to _set
up Nancy li:s iavup that. cut
Murray's k. to, 51--4;_with 4'25
left in the -!,.),Irtn- quarter.
Aftec
::7A:0..1, Marray broke
Char sw•---BilT-14L-V anover connet.lion underneath the
ts-4ket, but-- Carllslc kept coming
on the sli-c;la:1-. of Vineyard's
— :surih-qaarter
how c‘,:r. ,or?ffolin'tented
pi:r:L,rrThr.L.e of 1..]s team, who
foreed to rlay withou
center Yst.sst "Bogard
conterr.....!
•
11e were !Ths*Ing

Wooldridge drove to the hoop for a
14-10 lekd, stole the ball off Lady
Tiger pressure, and Jones sank one
from outside for a 16-10 lead.
A putback and free throw from
Fairbanks with 2:01 left in the half
opened a 21-14 lead and, after a
Vineyard turnaround jumper. Vanaver hit a short jumpok and Wool,dridge sank two free throws- with
30 seconds left in die bill. Renca
Hornbuckle pulled down .a
rebound, and: Wooldridge drove in
for a score with six seconds left for
a 27-16 halftime lead.
Vineyard cut the lead to seven
the third quarter. but another F..
- 14ritc
play • with. 241 lei:
pushed .the gap to 40-30.. Vanover
then stole the ball and'passed to
,Wooldr;dge for a 3-point shot with
1:22 left in the third.
Murre.'s win improved the Lady
Tigers' record to 2-4 overall, and
-41arre-i; hOpes Murray can
:her re,ord over the next
games.- "We've got one of them,
we need two more,' he said.
NEXT: The Lady Tigers play at
i
,)unty onight in the first
half 0: a girls-boys doubleheader.
starting role. Fulton City -visits Murray High
,arcer- Tuesday night in another
dou,.Yiehotider.
•
:t
•-•
JUNIOR VARSITY: The JV
1 ;iirs won their first game of
:he season.- 19-7,.with )(aria Denr •'‘.*
:on ...or:nit six points and Noelie

Scoop
David
RAMEY

Assistant Sports Editor
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Murray 65, Carlisle 58
CARLISLE
MURRAY HIGH
a. s
.
•. .4c
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10 16 32 56
10 27 45 65
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Murray High's .Jennifer Fairbanks pulled up for a 10-foot jumper
and two of her career-high 18 points mer Carlisle County's Andrea
Vineyard (23) and Nancy. Hall 1331.

Career nights for Parker, Garner lead MSU into finals
Start Report

en: outing from the field (21 of 67).. .
• ,:dy Racer scored on ten layups in the first half,
Inc Lady Racers outrcbounded .FIU 45-44 as Wenning
to,.r consecUtive• snowbirds in the final 3:07 as added 11 retrievals to -Garner's 12, and MSU forced FIU into
igad
2' turnovers' but Committed -20 of their own.
the.r.'14-point s;•-read
„
. seven points.'30.-.23 ,_early
Murray State did chalk up 19 assists, with Pinson passing
Wenr..ng and Garner sored on lavups
, to .tor eight handouts while reaching double figure scoring her-.;read na,:s into double figares.
self with 14)-points: Tawnya Pierce_ added eight-points. Wen.„: back
points wh 10;13 left in the -. nine: seven and Melissa Shelton six • for. the Lady Racers.
P.nson sar.iczOne of her to 3-point shots to
Tidra Hardy led Florida- International with 17 points and a
4K-37' lead. Parker folloWed with yet another garne-h4b, 14 rebounds while Paulette Murphy added- 15,
•
Lady Racer lead never dwindled under ten points !or FIL. now 6-6ThYttall. - •
Murray State improved to 5-7 overall and will take on the
Lady Racers hit only 49 -Lady 'Canes of Miami University in tonight's championship
••:
s:(‘-'.h from the 1oor, sinking 29 of 59 for the
-game. which hegins a: 7 p.m. CST in Sunblazer Arena 'on the
ss1s.r7av S'.ate's defense forced FR: into a 31 per- FIU campus
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Iowa slows but can't stop No.6 Buckeyes
Br The Associated Press
a real
.s

-

s.

us
etr
tor
In.
do
S0

.• iuld call.- a tirueout. Jackson was
= • 4 'n trio 13.0 Rec
":.('-as ail ta Tar Hee s
Iowa (11-2) was led by Acie Earl
p.ayecf scored •
,
fouled on the inbouna pass and hit and James ,Moses with 16 points •
•Stpre Smah arid Mal Stegerga each scored
hot free throws to close the scor- 'each.
more man 20 points 4er Me third straight game
as the No 25 Michigan State Spartans (8-31
.nil as Iowa missed ai_ the buzzer.
The Buckeyes, shooting 56 per- opened.
defense of their Big Ten tire with an
in other games involving ranked tent for the season, hit on 27 of 59 85-70 win over Michigan
in the contererce
opener
for both
:earns on Thursday night ' it was 'attempts from the field, their sec- -.
Of her Gaines
‘,1,••,,,- -:::on 70, No. 4- Artzona 56; -- ond WOrst shooting night of the • reshman Michael Wiggins made his second
start and scored 25 points and had 12
's orth Caroli•na 108. Cornell
year. Iowa. was 22-Jor-42 for 52 career
rebounds as Wich•ta State downed Austin Peay
81-55
'---•. and No. 25 Michigan State 85, percent.
•Levertis Robinson scored 21 points as CinCin
Michigan 70.
OFF THE RIM
nat logs Louisville 72-64.
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•Rot Robbins made 15 of 17 free tnrows and
Ohio State joins top-ranked
he and Luc longley each had 17 points as New
' 's IN (7-0) and No. 3 Syracuse
and Pso -(rn,proved to 9-t wah the 70-56 final.
Mexico 111-2) raliect for a 54-46 victory over
,, 2
t pis
tro
ge
ro
: 7,
fr
343p
t rtan
.po
efcmen
' ;-01 as the only unbeaten Divi- • .r:ee.i:csAcaa„..03 werei lS'2 i:;?0
visiting Colorado State
•Melvin Cheatum had 19 points and A'aciama
S. :. I 'teams. Ironically, it was
We weren't.fired to at a.1, Arizona coach Lute
(7-3) beat AuDrm for the seventh consecutive
O
to,sbon savhdo,;rsYotou *outd
hinm
o:ft!itea
k yocu
uld
x
UNLV which handed,Ohio
1 Me. 68.56.
its
•Stae
g ng"in
gel
a nte
:
vsimmy ()fiver scored a career-high 23 points 10
LIS: loss on the Runpin' Rebes'
.le'ence °pew- Dcin Brew led Washington
sad Purdue -(9-2) to a 73-70 win at
march to the national championship c*'
Northwestern
,D•
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"II WtH lakt an eff
enough as Northwestern Louisiana beat US
!rice that to
or
tNo
International 91-82, the Gulls' 111h Straight IOSS
Non^ Carona de'eated ?..orrielt 108-64 The
them." Davis Said.
as they fell to 1-15
Tar Heel f 10-,) WhO WO^ ''"*., eignin via! ht
✓tiapi Defogs's 25 points led Washington State
Jatkon led Ohl() State with 20 Pay
rea-motio'—elove. c' eacr. at thy. sen!ors.
to a 95-86 hornecoun victory over Antbna
.r.is. while'Treg Lee had 12 and
e..-e, year and"'s game was 0 co's cnance to (8-2)
State (9-2)
•

C1

A

aDort 3
es ''(:r• s horrrown
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•Steion Howard Scored 26 pants to IsPp ra-iv
DePaol to an 81.73 vctory over Dayton

How good of a Buddy with the man upstairs?
Redskin game might decide Ryan's fate

r,

1.
Philadelphia Eagles coach Ruddy Ryan (left) and owner Norman [Iranian were all smiles when Ryan was hired. hut Ryan's future with the
Seam may be on the line tomorrow when the Eagks host the Washing19r Redskins
. in the first round of the NEI. playoffs.
:f

bt.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The result of Saturday's
NFL wild-card playoff game between the Philadelphia
Eagles_ and Washington Redskins could determine the
future of Eagles coach Buddy Ryan.'
The Eagles are a 4-point home favorite to beat the
Redskins and advance to the second round in the NEC
postseason road to the Super Bowl. Ryan is in the final season of his five-year contract.
Despite a 43-37-1 record and a third straight playoff
appearances. Eagles owner Norman Braman has
refused to reward the coach with a new contract.
One popular scenario is that the Eagles must get
:.ast the first playoff round for Ryan to continue M
Philadelphia. The team was 'eliminated in playoff,
,peners by the Chicago Bears in the famous fog game
of 1988 and last year by the Los Angeles Rams.
. If the Eagles lose to Washington, some believe.
Braman might say Ryan.clid a good job of rebuilding a
•:am that had gone seven years without reaching_the
playoffs, but someone else is needed to take the next
step — reaching the Super Bowl.
By Thursday. Ryan had tired .of talk about ,his
future. •
"Buddy .Ryan will make that decision," Ryan said
as the Eagles finished three days of workouts in Tam-

pa. Fla. "I'm not worried about that.
"I don't even think about it, to tell you the truth.
People have been worrying about that all year. I'm
not. I'll make the decision at the- end of the year
whether I'm back or not."
Braman and Ryan couldn't be more opposite personalities. The owner is a wealthy business man with
a low-key, straight-lace personality who is openly
abashed by the controversial style and sometimes outrageous statements by his coach.
Ryan, a gruff, tough former master sergeant in the
Korean War, has developed a team in his own aggressive image. He's known as a "players' coach."
• The Eagles and Redskins each finished the season at
10-6: The teams split their series, the Skins winning
13-7 in Washington and the Eagles 28-14 at Philadelphia. Boih finished strong, the Redskins winning five
of their-Tast seven arid the Eagles eight of 10, including the last three.
The Redskins haven't been to the playoffs since
they won the 'Super Bowl in 1988. But coach Joe
Gibbs is 11-3 in postseason competition during his
10-year tenure. Gibbs is 112-54-0 overall, the fourth
biggest winner ,among active NFL coaches, trailing
Don Shula, Chuck Noll and Chuck Knox.

The Murray State Racers will
try to redeem themselves when
they open Ohio .Valley Conference play Saturday 'afternoon at
3 p.m. against the Austin Peay
Governors.
Coming off a7lacileitec 'performance in an 88-70 loss Wednesday to North Alabama, a
Division II school, the Racers
will begin the hunt for their
fourth-straight OVC championship by hoping their aim is better than it was in the loss to
the Lions.
Paul King, a four-year .starier,
was adamant after Wednesday's
contest that things were going
to have to change.
"We've got to straighten out
whatever it is that needs to
strarghtened out among the
team," King said afterwards.
"The coac-hes can't do any
better. They're preping us, hut
it's up to us to follow out the
gape plan. It was all on ;he
:earn tonight."
While King and other leaders
in the locker room were probably taking care of their hsi
nos, Racer coach Steve Newton
says Akre was also sonic
evaluation by the staff.
"We ye used some Lont'cntrated time
evaluacron ot
. season to - date, and especiall
our last outing,- Nev ton sa:d.
"We were disappointed as a
team and as a staff. hut ‘Ae
realize that we are still 10 on
the plus side. and five on the
minus. Consistency' is our con-. —
cern for • us, and we eel, with •
conference play, we wi.11-:+e
more consistent basketball lean:
If there is anything that 1.,r,
been the hallmark - of Newton's
era as Racer head coach, it 11,:s
been the consistent Way the
Racers have handled Ohio
Valley Conference .play.
1100P SCOOP, a I.ouisv illebased publication that takes a
in-depth look at basketball
. talent, says in its .most recent
issue that Murray State's talent
over the last seven years has
been next to last- _in the 'OVC,
. just in frcint of 'Tennessee State.
MS1.1, however, has won three consecutive OVC titles.
Last year, for _example, the
Racers posted a 10-2 mark in
league play, despite having the
sixth-best talent in the league
(according to 1100P SCOOP,
which rates players coming out
of high school, and annually'
upgrades them for experienee
and peformanco.
The Racers simply overachieve, or as one Big 10 coach
described his own team, "We're
a basketba4. team that just
-grinds it out" •
lud•Heathcote's description ol
Michigan State last season also
applies to Newton's Murray
State clubs. At times this season, however, the Racers
haven't been grinding it out. -and as they approach conference
play they'd better be ready to
do some more grinding.
The Governors, stand at 6-7
under new coacal-,-Rave Loos
after an 81-55 loss at Wichita
State -Thursday night. They won
the Music City Invitational at
Vanderbilt University in Nashville -last week, 'and also won
their own Acme Boot
Showdown.
• Donald Tivis leads an experienced club at point guard for
the Governors. The senior from
Paducah traditionally has big
games against the Racers.
Newton says he's happy with
the way the Racers have
bounced back from their loss to
the Lions to prepare for the
Governors.
"I've been pleased with the
mental response of our team
and the way they have focused
on Austin Peay," Newton said.
"Austin Peay has been a team
that has been on a roller Coaster this season, but we expect
to bring out the best in Austin
Peay."
It's time to bring out the
best in the Racers, because the
other teams in the OVC can't
wait to put an end to Murray's
three-year run through the
league.
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THURSDAYS GAMES
GIRLS
Tournament
Estill CO New Year's Classic
Firal Round
•
Madison Southern 65 Les Co 19
EstS CO 69 Powell Co 33
Statearlds Scores
Aria CO €2 Manor, Co 59
:Anon Co 43 GranItin Co 34
,5-and Blare, 82. Ironton lOryol 26
yaitry 84 Johns Creel 29
Berea 41 Danville 10
Bracken CO 85 Harrison Co 46
Bredenneoll Ca 58 ONO CO Si
Benin Central 52 earesioan 29
,tt Fast 59 Shelby Cs 46
• Of CO 48 Davtess Co 38
me6 Co 65 -Lyon Co 1-r -nottreit Co Si. Scott 31 •
. totabt1S‘rite 59 RV CO 54
.sey Cc 9,.1.4ercer Co Si
i.crna 61 Elizabethtown 49
Hafai6 72 MOda Co 43
i's Co 63 Jackson Co 41
--'II 62 ['anger Lloyd 14
r Holmes 69 Newport 30
St Her
,
r 5C. Lotow 31
Villa Malonna 64. 84,4,64 53
-rttertanO Co 65 Bane, Cr, 41
won 53 Eiauchirrood 25

loss Wed a, a
Racers
their
mpionm is tetloss to

Psintville Invitatike•
FMB( Round
74
li'elon Clark 74 WOJ6
,r,pr,S01,
71 MC
-•
PikerrIle Inv .4
First ;to_ •
S fr_-A- •
'In', • are 80
• in, %-"Otr 4406/ 6'.. '
Statewide Sc,,',.
,•
/• .6 61
'.roan 66,

r i

, 71
Rus.rnir,
C,a6loor

Large Selection Of Local
Pre-Owned Cars

1990 Plymouth Laser R.S.

5-Speed, Windows, Locks, Cassette, Alloy Wheels

COMOS 7; @I.101,10,1, 44
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Clint Darden is shown with the 15 nation, •
he won dunng the 1990 season while
competing at sever-National events Darden competed he season by taking two 3rds (lighting,
musical forms) and one tOth (weapons) at the A rated North American Karate Championship at
The Palac." in Auburn Hies. Michigan

NE N YORK - Bruce Sm.th and Derr Ck Th0res tne NFL s lop sac.kers, Jerry Rice, the
S leaning receiver, and Barry Sanders,
tr e- No I rusher were'named to The Assoc attic Press An Pro Tearn Smith, Bullalos
pass rusrng delensive end. trailed Thomas.
Kansas C 'e s star secon ear linebacker,
2C '9 sacks this season Bo were runaway
leaders at 'heir position in Vol9ig by a panel of
sons writers and broad !Errs Rice the
to.mh s ayer in league history to catch at least
passes in a season, had exactly that rrL,m
'ne San Franc,sco 49ers good for 1.502
ya-l5 a' d 13 touchdowns He led all players
4o,es Smith was next at 77 Join rig
P
on ne Ail Pro learn from the de'end ng
,t•-lers were c,anerback Joe -Morita
• s
ce • reoacker Cnaries Fiaiey and safety
Py- e Loft
riDe'reir s Saqders who won the rush n; • -.
w-' 1.304 yards; was wed in the back'. ri-c
,r- an Thomas of Buffalo Aso on the
•6,1".1 were receiver Andre Bison of
ci s
A .t-a •
end Kern Jackson of Phdadeiphia.
es Ar ropy W.0'0/ Of Cincinnati and JM
1
Wasningion g.,ards Bruce Matthews
o' tio,Xon and Randall McDaniel olMinnesota,
Yen. Flu'l of Buf'aro, kicker Nick Lowery
▪ k,i- ,as Cry and kick returner Mel Gray of
•
detersive team also had end
•0 and tack e Jerome Brown of Phi:
lack e Mende Dear' Perry of
.•
•> de ,reliackers Pepper Johnson
• e fe-a vsrk Gans and John Ofterelahl of
nr •sacks Rod Woodson of.
13,:tsburgh
• - • - -•I eyes of Kansas C ty,-sately Joey
.
risva and oi..nfer Sean Land
• e file* York C a-•s
• • • •
Sr 1 OfilS
Ire Sport "g News named Geor.
;J..1 ••'
I' or 5 or y Lnclettated Divson
A
•••.1"" '5 champion for the 1990
season C,eotg, a Tech 111 0 1) defeated
ri tf^e Ctr.s Bowl game on
Nkteasxa'
New Yews Day and edged Co,orado (11.1 t;
for tre 'op spot in vot rig fay TSN ed tors Colorado beat Norre Dame 1 0.9 on New Year's Day
- nrin 'ne Orange Bowl
•

College
APO:/S..•
•.,
n^-.1 •c, •
a .e;t•n, .
NCAA •
fic,•-• 1aeQ'
0"
t,.0'
Cif S sad P ox Bay. men s afriiet CC-rector
dersity protiaoy vv., dispute three of
sad tne
!re ai.eged vio.a•ions, inciuding one each
voi vnu oasketbaii coach Clem Ffask ns and
toofoaii coach John Gutekunst The universly
a so w fry to convince the NC AA that no pen
aity or Or-y rrtnci penalties should be levied
Bay sari no penahies Should be mposer:
because the v,dations occurred before a I
investigation that resulted in probation, fey
Gophers' basketball team arid a repnrra14 !0'
tne football team Bay comends Mat the viola
lions are an extension of !re r-wher ores, rot
rat:w Entrac.ons
-------

L.)-"e s A•
'•,c-4.e arc:
're Orarge
A C.'. SAO de'eC S
-0--er S elead body wher
•ei.,med -home
from Karr After Notre Dame s Orange Bow'
oss on New Year's Day, Zoricn made his day
cal to his mother at her apartment on Chinagds.scum:east side He said he loved her arid
'would see her Wednesday That was the last
time he would talk to Zora Zorich, a 59-year-old
daughter of Yugoslavian immigrants wrier was
piagued with health problems hand got by on a
disability checlii of-about $200 a month When
ne got norre, Zorich had to smash open the
apartment door belore finding his mother dead
on the toor Police said she died of ratk,ra
causes, sometime after watching the Grarge
Bowl on television. Zora Zorich raised Chris
without a lather and brought him through some
rough times in a gritty ne.ghborhood entwined
aim sttei.t gangs

Pro basketball
By rtrcurg five NBA tales in me 80s. the Los
Angeles Lakers proved they were the best..
Now, three seasons removed from hs last
champagne victory celebration, Magic Johnson
says the Laker% are simply trying to prove they
belong among the league's elite. "We needed
this game to prove to everybody and to
Ourselves that we can still play with the best,''
Johnson said after the takers beat Portland
108-104 Thursday- night. Were still here.
.We're not going anywhere."'But where they are
- third in the Pacific Division, 6:4 games
behind the Trat Blazers - tells most 01 the
story. The loss marked the first time the new
king of the West had been beaten consecutively
in rolling to a 27-5 start "I think they wanted
this game more than they wanted anything in
lie at this pont," Portland's Clyde Drexler said
11 was just another game on the schedule I
don't think we overlooked them (just think they
came in arid played a better game."
•Elsewhere, it was Houston 114, Chicago 92:
Milwaukee 97, Dallas 87, Washington 118.
Charlotte 108, New Yon( 135, Denver 108.
Orlando 110, the Los Angeles Clippers 108
(Jeff Martin led the Clippers with 23 points)
ard Sacrament° .131, Goiden Stet. 113

• • • •
HOUSTON- Houston center Akeem Olauwowas carried oft the court on a stretcher ahe•
collo:ling with a Chicago Bulls center Bill Carl
*right in the tnird qua-'ter of the Rockets
114-92 victory The accident occurred undei
the Rockets basket with 3 32 left in the third
quarter- Rockets trainer Ray Melchiorre said
Olauwon was struck on the side of the face
aid knocked unconscious after Cartwright !radvertemy elbowed him Olauwon had 20 p0-ms
and 10 rebounds when he crumpled to the floc,
,wir me Rockets leading 85-67 Fie suffered a
b,u,se to the right cheek. a bloody nose arc
Seed en right eye Team physician Dr Frar •
lan:a sad Olauwon d•d not Sustain
-"pa •,-ent or t•acture, but added " -- •
wou
De trosp)tel,zed for X-rd f s i .
°bye 2at, or

' Carle1 56 Racetand
•'ire* Cav 87 McDowell, 58
•en5e 7'7 Genets Co 26
.
,
n,n; Co 53 Maysiritie Sr Ratnck 44
,,,kton 49, La. Dunbar 45
'neon Western Hats 76, Scott Co 58
nun 5"bsor• 63 Portlane iTer6
Mitcreo Die heights 55 ..',
. Thomas HignLands 59 New:
'
'th Co 61. BatIard Memo, a• -rard Co 43,Somerset 36
..en Co 677. Taylor Co 32
cock Co 57. W6-Ipsvitle Tnnity 49
• Noson Co 53, Webster Co 33
-^ry Co 47 Carroll Co 35
.4 Cl Cnnstan Co 52
tHroendr.,,e S.Hion Kenton SW C'N
A
Knott Cert•ai 62 Hazard 63
r.IC
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. --A 0'
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09x e•„ •

tO
*00 A:AA
and if 'mere isn' fool' 1Cr you on trat team
:c
tno
eirne,sg ota.r e;tea
o, ‘!”S
eag ue-ir'at
•ir other games it was Los Argeies 6. tne New
York islanoers 3 as Wayne Gretzky became tee
'194.P.1 player w,r 700 career goals. St Lours 8,
Quebec7 he New York Bangers 7, RIlsborgn
'S Boston 8 Janeouver 3 arid Toronto 3. Mn
nesota 3
• • • •
UNIONDALE, N Y - Wayne Gretzky. the
NHL's all-time lead rig scorer, reached another
milestone when he became only the fourth player in Teague history to score 700 goals Gretzky
got his 700th by backhanding Brian Berning's
pass behind goaltender Glenn Healy at 11 - 48 of
the first period of the Los Angees Kings' 6-3victory over the New York Is'anctLims '4$-was his
117th goal w•th the K. rigs after scoring 583 .n
n 'me seasons with the Edmon•on Oilers The
goal was Gre'zkyi 23rd of the season He
added ins 241 and 25th early .n the second
per,od to cort'p.ele nis NHL record 47th game
WIb thiee or more goes Gordie Howe, the
man Gretzky replaced as me NHL's leading
scorer, is No 1 with 801 goals Marcel Dionne
is
c,,..
seco
7 ind
7 with 731 and Phil Esposito s third

5-Speed, Air, AMFK- Chrome Wheels; Local, 1 Owner.

•rn
Ault,
•••-•

6'

"

1990
Honda Civic Wagon
5-Speed, AM FM, Air, Local. 1 Owner.
6,000 mnes.

1989 Jeep. Cherokee Laredo

6 Cy)., Auto, Loaded, 14,000 Miles, Clean.

1989 Plymouth Voyager
4 CyL Auto.
7 Passenger.
1989 Dodge Colt

4 Cyl., 4-Speed, Local, 1 Owner. Good Gas Mileage

.inet.! 64 •-•••-.1`' eS
55 A
en;

NFL

playoffs.

1989 Dodge Daytona Turbo

5-Speed, Power Windows, Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Local, 1 Owner,

1989 Air.Dodge D-50-5-Speed, AM 19,000 Miles, Like New,
1989 Dod.ge Caravan S.E.
Owner.
Fir

k'n Co in, • .
°ruiners Classic Owens.
First Round
R:Se •-•
&iffy CO
MenTee Co kk S.,.;Jsta 74

6 Cyl., Auto, Air, A1EFM, Tilt, Cruise, Local, 1

Henry Co. Invitational
First Round
Oldham Co 73 Grain Co 60
Shelby Co 62 Trrnble Co 49
Mason Co Invitational
First Round
Harnson Cu 72 Mays.one St 11,4'
Tollesoore 03 Maysalle 83

1989
Buick CenturyLocal, Owner
Auto, Air. AM,FM Cassette.
1
Cruise-.
1989 Air,
Dodge Ramcharger 4x4
V.8, -Auto,

Power Windows, Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Local, 1 Owner.

1989 Dodge 0-100
Local
V-8, Auto, Air,
Topp_er, 2-Tone Paint,

Auto, Air, Alit-FM, 7 Passenger, Local, 1 Owner.

1988 Nissan 4x4

$259

5-Speed. Air. AM FM. Chrome Wheels. Local. 1 Owner

Friday Night Buffet

1988 Dodge Dakota

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beet, Fried 'Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets

V-6, Auto, Air, Long-Wheel Base, 14,000 Miles. Local, 1 Owner.

Plus all the fixin's
and dessert bar.

J

ilk

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

& Burgers
TJ's Bar B-Q
753-0045
Murray
Chestnut
St.

CARLSBAD: Calif. - Lanny Wachuns, adjusting
to a chilly rain, Opened up a 3-stroke lead after
the first round of the Tournament of Champions, the kickoff event on tne PGA Tour. Walkins made the most of his back-nme women'
ties in compiling a 7-under-par 65 at LaCoste in
the first competitive round of the 1991 season.
Torn Kite and Chip Beck were tied for second at ,
68. PGA champion Wayne Grady was next at-.

1 Owner

1989 Dodge Caravan S.E.
Turbo,

Large Hamburger,
Fries & Drink
Special Good
thru Jan 5th

CUMMING. Ga - Luke Appling, a Hall of
Fame shortstop. nas died at ttie age ol 83 He
was admitted to Lakeside Oornmunity Hospital
on Wednesday night with an aneurysm of the
aorta and died during surgery hours later
Appacg, who played his entire 2Q-year career
wth time Chicago White Sox, hit over 300 19
times, won two American League batting titles._
set ma,or league records for longevity at shortstop, and retired with a .310 lifetime average.
Appiing is survived by his wife, Fay Dodd
Appling, a son, two daughters, a brother, three
sisters and six grandchildren

AM FM Loa Van.

Alf

ly 83 Ler La'a ve",a
,
..ai 11 Sr 0.,13-7 0,,
. '55•Jr `Jr.
;an Co 52 P.5w5ng
0.46.;
q' 1.666- ".

Pro hockey
Id Be 'olu,,-tt NHL s best goa e. iS reddf IO
go tack to school He get 'he Chance this
week when He of Fame goa e Vlad Slav iretax vistS Cr,cag0 to
BlaCkhamas'
gOattenderS It's hard to ,anlake Beilmrineedirg mach adJcat on the way he's performed this
season On Tn.irsday night, he got his league
high 25th ivory in a 5-3 win over New Jerst
spent flinee years w fh omer teams." Belfo..•
s
secant *a
by pay rg in the Interha
tona
d A
!'— C
!
'Al"

1990 Dole D-50 4x4

It! .
v•bst
,re Ittil•444-C .

II

1988 Grand Voyager
V-6. Auto,

Air, Tat, Cruise, AM Fm, L-ocal, 1 Owner,

1988 Dodge Dakota
AI

4 Cyl., 5-Speed, MOM, Shod Box, Local, 1 Owner.

1988 Chrysler LeBaron Coupe

4 Cy!. Auto, Air, lilt, Cruise, AM FM, Local. 1 Owner,

1988 Ford Ranger Ext. Cab
V-6, 5-Speed, Air, AMU
Local, 1

6g

CasseRe,

• • • •
CARLSBAD, Calif - Wayne Levi, who led the
PGA Tour with four victories in 1990, was
selected by his fellow touring pros as tour's first
player of the year. Lee Trevino, who dominated
the Senior Tour with seven victones, including
the Senior U S Open, and led all of golf with
$1,190,518 in eamings,,won the balloting for
senior's player of the year and Robert GeMeZ,
winner of the Tucson Open and the Nestle Invitational. was selected as rookie of the year

Owner.

1988 Dodge D-100
V-8, Auto,

Air, AM FR, Short Box, Chrome Wheels

1988 LeBaron GTS
4-Cyl., Auto, AM/FM, Tilt,

Cruise, 28,000 Mlles, Local, 1 Owner.

1.988
Dodge Dakota
V-6, Auto, AM FM,

The Perfect Choke-For the Perfect (;ift

Lbng Wheel Base, 2-Tone Paint, Local, 1 Owner.

1987 Dodge D-50
4 Cyl., 5-Speed, Air, AM/FM, Tenn. Truck, 1 Owner,
Model VRG75

1987 Ford Bronco 4x4

vc

•TV/VCR Remote
•On -Screen
Programming
•Cable Ready
•1 Year 8 Event $279"
Timer
•Power Backup

Racer Basketball

PEPPERS

VS.

Austin Peay
Saturday, 3:00 p.m.
Tucker T.V.

Game Sponsor: Bank of Marshall County

For Tickets Call 762-4805

"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."
2400

East Wood St.,

Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821

.

•
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24 HOURS

Game Notes
Murray State Racers (10-5,0-0)
vs.
Austin Pray State Governors (6-6,0-0)

tr

January 5.199I
Rarer Arena (5,550)
612 South 9th St
IMuusy KY 4207 1
.502) 753 5719

This Date in Racer History

The Coaches

January 5
Steve Newton
is 12-8 on this date,()-3 in
season
as
h
in
his
sixth
Newton
is
University',
Steve
A1963 graduate of Indiana State
home
games.
1990
(.626).
The
1988
and
Ohio.
of
102-61
Racers
with
a
record
head coach of the
In 1986, Racer Jeff Martin tied the
Valley Conference Coach of the Year, he is in his 11th season as a member of the
Murray State coaching staff, having spent seven yeah as associate head coach under school record for single-game free throw
- a .613 winning accuracy, canning all 10 of his charity
Ron Greene. During his tenure. MSU has a record - of 220-139;•
tosses against Memphis State.
percentage.

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon thru Fri

DifVe LOOS

11W
37-24
1927 Radio Specials
85
1933 Lambuth
11.1‘
1‘
1kir
63- 1`•
1935 Memphis State
NW(I) 49-39
1942 III. Wesleyan
46-41
1945. Smyrna AAB , HL
45-37
11W
'1916 Southern
The„Starters
43-38
1919 Middle Tennessee.,RW
Murray State (10-5)
I1W
55-51
1951 Memphis State
. 4.5 ppg, 4.2 rpg,.153 fgp, .655 ftp 1952 Dayton
(6-9, Phl J
F 34 Saitt Adams.
k • 69755
.. 12.7 ppg, 5.0 rpg,.40)fgp,.830 ft p 1954 Memphis State
F 35 flreg Coble (6-3, 190, Sr
11W
26n.
(6-8,
. 20.3 ppg, 13.7 rpg,.485 fgp, .720 ftp 1%7 Western Kentucky Ht.
C 54 Po'peye Jones
el
•
. 10.7 ppg, 4.5 rpg, .398 fgp,.705 ftp' 19(i) Middle Tennessee HW
G 30 Paul.King (6-4, 190, Sr
:9 Frank Allen (6-3, 1175, 5,,
.. 17.8 ppg, 2.1 rpg, .405 fgp, .861 fir)* 1%3 Tennessee- Tech
}IL
711965 Westin Kent uckY RL
Austin Peay State (0-6)
87-63
1970. *Eastern Kentucky /1W
118 ppg, 6.5 rpg, .581 fgp, .44 ftp 1980 Akron
F 3 .LaMante Ware 6- 3, 70. Jr
3.1 ppg, 3.1 rpg, .239,1g,p;.714 ftp 1981 Towson State •
F 33 Myron DeVoe (6-s. 210. Sr
79-5,
RL
14.8 ppg, 10.8 rpg,.179 fgj, .694 ftp 1987 _Evansville
C 24 Tommy Brown 16- , 23", Sr
HW
15.4 ppg, 2.5 rpg,.420 fgp,.833 ftp 1988 Memphis State
G 10 Donald Tivis (5-10, lt,5. Sr )
RL
G 20 (.;reg Franklin (6-3.
S,.. )
13.4 ppg, 3.0 rpg,.174 fgp, .698 ftp 1990 Alcorn State
NW (2)

A 1970 graduate of the Mentplus,..State University, Dave Loos is in his first season
at Austin Peay after servinglour years as an assistant,coach at Memphis State under
Larry •Finch. Loos previously coached four years at Christian Brothers C'ollege in
. g record of 82-53.
Memphis, posting three 20-win •.L.,e,oris and an overall coachM

sv

Prices
Are
Our Goal!

\t

WAL-1101ART
Hwy. 641 North

Good Luck
Racers

Starters Comparison
'Murras Aser_ne
Position
6-t1

ForV.:sr d

From all your mends at

( enter
Cuard
Total

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

the'

Vacation
Stationlid
#1‘ IF I AGVIVCV

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray. Kentucky 42071 .

GOOD LUCK RACERS'

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES
_
Murrayl Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot.
Nine;hester
MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY!
300 S. 4th
753-9586

Milwaukee
Bud Ss
JBudnt Best ,81

Best Light

Pepsi

2 liter

Pepsi

12 pk

6_3.5
6-5.4

MSU, + 1.0
MSU, +3.0
%1St', +1.8

1.451 Meeting — Match 7, 1990(0VC Toionarnent Serni-Finals in Murray)
AUSTIN PLAY ((,7).. How aid 7-120-i) 14,Brown 4-10 0-1 9, Busateri 2-4 0-0 4, N.
J.ne -'4 0-0 11, This 9-18 1-2 2.Franklin 1-4 0-0 2, T. Johnson 1-1 04)2. Totals 29-

$45
12

pk

99
:3

M L RRAY STATE (68) Pride
0-0 0,Ogden 578 2-2 12, P. Jones 10-23 4-6 24,
Klux 2-6 6-0 4,.Allen 3-10 3-3 12, C'oble 2-9 0-0. 4, Sivills 1-2 0-0 2, Rosario 4742-3 10, •
();.erslteer 0-0 04)0.Tota1s 27-62 11-11 68.
Halftime--APSU 44, MSU Tr;. 1-point goals--APSU 8-13(Brown 1-1, N. Jones 1-2,
Tivi_s 6- 1(1),MSU 3-14(P.Jonect) 2, King012, Allen 3-5,-Coble 0-5). Rebounds--AOSU
29(Brow-n
MSU 39(P. Jones 15).Assists--APSU 19(T. Johnson 5), MSU f3(King,
( ,He 1). Total fouls--APSU 15,,MSU 10..A--1,15).

Gift Horses 11

During the first 10 gamec ,(the
MSU sported an 8-2 won-lost %old v.tukt
. M it •
displaying excellent ball cont r( l, c4 In
ting only 14.6 turnovers a game
But over the last use games (three
tosseq, the -Racers have turned -I-he:ND
over 112 times, or 22.4 times a game.
MSU's record with less than 21) turnovers in a game: 8-1. MSU's record with
mare than 20 turnovers in a game: 2-4

TvVY

OPEN
24 HOURS
Great Kerr McGee Gas
Visa-MasterCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

Good thru- 1-14-91

Racer
Jiff.. 3.44 Oil Co.

AO41 (34..ffitySadogwigy

753-0858
Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

Chestnut - Murra
Ak AAA
A

1000

The ability to' get tch,the free throw line
has been a very important factor in the
Racers' success this season. Thus far,
MSU has shot 387 free throws, while its
opponentshave_appeared at the line 273
times.
Not -surprisingly, the Racers have not
lost a game this season when they had
more free throw attempts than their
opponent.
On the other hand, MSU has lost all
five games in which its opponent shot
more free thr,',k ,,

Deeee-fense
After 15 games, the Racers arc still on
record pace for blocks and steals this
season.
With 128 steals, the Racers are averaging 8.5 thefts per game. Projected over a
30-game season (which the Racers will
achieve in the regular season thanks to.
three games in the San Juan Shootout),
that totals up to 255 steals, close to the
Murray State record of 272 Set in 198283.
Seniorlorwards Greg Coble and John
Jackson lead the team with 21 steals
each,which projects to 48 over.30 games. .
The Racer record is 67, set by Lamont
Sleets in 1982-83.
Turning to blocks, the Racers have
accounted for 67rejections so far (1.5 per
game), whichprojects to 135 for 30 gimes,
wp11 in excess of the MSU record of84 set
in 1988-89.
Popeye Jones leads the block part
with 21 (he had only 22 during his first
two seasons), while Jackson is close behind with 17. Paul King, second all-time
with 86 blocks, ond Scott Adams, who
had five blocks against Prairie View,each
have 10 this season.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

'Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury;Inc
Since 1928
701 Main St. 753-5273

The Experienced Travel
Agency"

oc.13,e
z6oeI
Patty Green way
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins
1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's Dixieland Center)

CAR CARE
*Tune-Ups

*Oil Changes
'Brake Work
*Mufflers
*General Service Work
•"Allan Smart Engine
Analyzer"

pro/tech
AUTO CENTER
200 N. 4th S!., Murray

71134001

Mic-Fri. 114

LAD
Your Local Long
Distance Company
Because we're here and these

other guys.

well, they're

there."

1-800-333-1708
Paducah (502) 444-0520

Before the garnf
stop by for a
visit with
Ron & Joyce Sallui
and the crew at

753-0440
Bel-Air Center

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!

Great Scott

LOOKIN' 641 SUPER SHELL
GOOD! 'Service is our business"

Sll'OCKADE
SIRLOIN

Day
753-9132

759-1074 1-800-634-490

Murray State and Austin Peay State have met 68 times in basketball, with the Racers
1-1,,Iding a 46-22 advantage.
MSU won all three games last season, including a 68-67 OVC TournamFnt semifinal win in Murray That marked the third consecutive year that one terti knockod the —
other from the league tournament. The Go%ernors eliminated the Racers in the 1989
tournament after the Racers ended the Governors' season in 1988.
The Racers arc 28-6 against APSU in Murray and are 1.1-6 against the GOvernors in
games decided by three points or less (8-3 in Murray).

--------Gift Horses 1

Night
753-1234 or
753-1830

MSU, +0.5

Prwes and

Best Sertnce"

pir

..

6,7
6-0.5
6-1.8

601 Main St.

(1) Played in•Paducah, Ky.
(2) Played in Melbourne, Ha.

The Series With Austin Peay

Go with the
Winners...

'2

6
-5.5

' f,*.

.
Advantage

Junior forward Scott Adams scored a
Racercareer-bigh 12 points against North
2
Shooting = Wins
Alabama on Wednesday.
Murray State is,undereated this season in the nine games it has recorded a better
A 6-9-notiVe. of Charlotte, N.C., he hit
,hooting perntage than its opponent.
; five of eight shots from the field and
Conversily. the Racers are*1-5 when the iiiipositirii; outstro(' As Chem.
claimed four rebounds.

401 Olive St

rivaranteed Lowest

Austin Peas Aserage

McCLARD'S

Cunningham
Auto Repair
502-753-68:11
619 S. 4th Street • Murray
Total car care from tune-ups
to major merhauls

Shell

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

Life Insurance
that Columbus Security
Life one of the State Auto
insurance Companies has modern
attractively priced plan to fit
your individual or family needs

Call Us Today

tive air conditioning
and . heating service

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNU

and repair performed
by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly ofRo Ho

STAT1 AUTO
Dan McNutt
finstarce c.svoirms
Southslde CM Sq. 753-4451

An in-depth automo-

9
•
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Adult computer class
to be offered at CCHS
class for adults interested in
learning beginning computer applications will be held at Calloway
County High School. The class will
- begin on Thursday,_ January IQ_. It
will rne....from 5:30 to-R:30 in the
Bushiest and Offiee Department
IBM Computer Lab,in Room 406.
The class will meet January 10, 15,
17, 22, and 29. It will be taught by
Brenda Nix.
The class will familiarize students with general computer knowledge and essential pos corn-

id)
RS

D'S
Night
53-1234 or
753-1830

you--

The cost of the class
be 523
which will include registration and
all expenses. Participants may
enroll at the Calloway County High
School office by payiog the class
fee. Registration will he limited to
24 ,participanti.-

?. ord

Van Buren

rry, Inc
53-5273
Travel

avel

vay
use
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534-4903
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Sleepy Husband Who Smokes
Is Hazardous to Family's Health
DEAR ABBY: 1 have a very serious problem that could be a matter of
life or death. My husband falls asleep
while he's smoking cigarettes. I just'
found another 2-inch-long burn on
my sofa. There are 15 burn holes in
the carpet in front of the sofa, 10
burn holes on the coffee table —. not
to mention the burn holes in my/
sheets and in the carpet beside our
bed.
TWice I. have been awakened by
oily fire alarm — and found smoke
rolling through the kou-se because
he fell asleep while cooking breakfast. The first time, he was cooking
bacon, and it burned a two-foot area
--------on-theltitehert floor.The second t
he fell asleep'while boiling eggs.
This is a constant source of fear
and fights in our house. I have
begged, pleaded, threatened and
have even thrown .hi,s clothes on the
porch over this, but it keeps happening.Sometimes I catch-him,but most
of the timetfind-another burn hole.
A fetv years ago, he Was toldfie had
a disorder called "sleep apnea" he
stops breathing while'he's asleep.
Could this be related to his problem?
How can I-convince him that this
is serious, and possibly life-threatening to our entire family?
AFRAID OF FIRE
IN LAKE CITY. ARK.

Chris Brandon, industrial processes,

Community...

NG IN IAWRENCE, KAN.: It
takes a friend and an enemy to
really hurt you:I-he enemy to say
something rotten about yom.and
the "friend" to tell you about it.
*

Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can befound in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, businens-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 44.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris. III. 61054. 1Postage is
included.)

Sunda. Jan. 6
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:3 p.m at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
.753-0086 or' :753-7046.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. FO'r information
call 7591159 or 7'S3-7663.

J.D. Simner and 'Inc- Stamps
will present a gospel concert, at 3
pm. at First Baptist Church. There
will be no admission, ti,ut a love
offering will he taken.

Graig A. Hrth:an, son of Yovel G. and
7gret
Wortham of Route 1,
•
recently returned from dep.,
while serving _with Tactical: Electronic Warfare Squadron-115 Naya! Air Station Whidbey Island, Qak
Harbor, Wash.
The squadron recently competed
its first deployment aboard -the
nation's newest aircraft carrier,
USS‘ AbtataM Lincoln. This was
the carrier's maiden voyage around
South America.
Wortham,visited several foreign
ports including St. Thomas, 1.'. S.
Virgin Islands;.1tio de Janeiro. Brazil; and Valparaiso. Chile.
A 1987 graduate of Calloway
fti.th School, he joined the
•
'slay. 1988.

11411

and titesc
y're there

1708
44-0520

ale Insurance
'bus Secunty
le State Auto
has modern
ad plan to fit
family needs

day

JRDOM
URMAN
AcNUTT

ITU AUTO

ricaComons•

DEAR PARENT: I have had
many letters from sightless
people asking me to remind
sighted people of the important
message in your letter. A major
complaint: When a blind person
is accompanied by a sighted
person while traveling, the
sighted person will be asked,
"And what will your friend
haver
as.

753-4451

14 A
NORTH
•A 3
•K J 10 9 8 6 •Q 7 5
.•
•K 6
•
See if you can spot the errors in WEST
EAST
the play and defense of today's
52•87 4
- game East tried to 'givethe game'--V 7 5 4 2
VAQ1
away. but South insisted on hoding •K J 10
- •A 9 4 2
4 .1 10 7 2
it back
45 3
IVekt got off to the excellent lead
SOUTH
of a diamond, and the defenders
4KQJ 10 9
took the first three tricks. Declarer
••8 6 3 '
ducked- in dummy eath - time, but
4 A Q 98 4
East intentidnally won the third diamond to "make sure" he got the-set- Vuln&able Both
ting trick jn hearts However. South Dealer North
ruffed the heart ace and could now The bidding
enjoy a discard on dummy's heart North East
West
South
king
1•
Pass
I.
Trumps were;drawn, a club was 2•
Pass
34
led to dummy's king, and a • club :t4
All p,f
Pass
4
went- away- on the heart' king-. But
Opening lead Diamond jail
this was not enough. Eventually
West got a club trick'arkl the grime
BID WITH THE ACES
went one -doWn"Where"did South go
I 4 0wrong'
After rutting the heart are. South South holdg•8 7 6 4
should not be swayed by tempta•A Q 3
tions of the heart king Instead he
.• A 9 4 2
should cash the king and ace of
45 3
-clubs and ruff a club with dummy's
ace to setup the suit Then he draws North South
i•
2•
trumps and claims his contract. He 2 NT
doesn't need the heart king at all
ANSWER: Four spades Witt: •
Where did- East go wrong? It
ntne-card spade fit. the spade g:.e,i
didn't cost him on this deal, but
should be easierTiTmake than tt•• • •
there's no reason for him to try to'
no-trump
cash the heart ace If South has a
heart, there's no place for it to go. Sent bridge qu.-' "n i 'The
Dane,
7522,- with •••
and East is better placed if he sits 12363pr.c:
t n ,i ;•• 4 •
and waits for it

41,

.?"

-•
Parent Roundtabie
be at -8 p.m. in Fe:iowship 1E111 of
First Baptist ,Chur.ch„Alsa
will meet at 8 p.m.
ligh School Youth meet::-,g A111
he at 9:30 a.m. at (flea-so::
Catoli;

at 8 a.m. at

P:

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

44

JEWELERS

TTENTION
FARMERS.

Electronic Clock
with
touch controls
Ns,

• Electronic clock thermostat
• Black glass oven door and
lower panel
• Lift-up, spill-catching cook
• Lighted oven Window
.•••••••

a
OF

KENTUCKY,'INC.

38-42151N

VPAagic Chef.
We Service What we Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

*5*

Long
npany

WOl I I

High School4;roup
meet at
5:30 p.m. at First Christiar. Church.:

30" SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE

DEAR AFRAID: Please get
your husband to a physician
before the sun sets on another
day! He needs a total evaluation
of his physical and mental condition. In the meantime, he
should not smoke in the house
unless he's supervised. His life,
and the lives ofeveryone in your
family, depend upon it.

DEAR ABBY:I have a 5-year-old
daughter who is blind. She is constantly confronted with pity — a
reaction she does not understand.
Strangers come up to her saying,
"Oh,bless your heart. You poor little
thing!'
Abby, my daughter is not a "poor
little thing."She is a beautiful,happy,
healthy child who cannot figure out
why people she has niir met before
are touching her and feeling sorry
for her.
It seems that ignorance still runs
rampant in the 1990s. and blind
people are still considered helpless.
Please, let sighted people know that
— like them — blind people will ask
for help ifand when it is needed,and
they do not appreciate being patronized. Contrary to popular belief, blind
people can hear, think, speak and
feel, and they are not to be pitied.
SANTA ANA PARENT

Old Fashioned Day will be at
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist ,church
with dinner served after the morning worship. '

Read the
want ads daily

top

:ENTER
lurray
_.•„/

(Cont'd front page 41

Sunday, Jan, 6
Four Rivers Music Friends v. ill
meetat 2 p.m. at the Riley farm at
frtiensburg. Interested.persons note
the change in'..meeting

Service
Notes

EN

8

These students were selected as outstanding stioiciits in Kentuckv
Tech Prep at Murray-Calloway Vocational. Pictured from left are
Paul McCoy,*auto technology; David Cara, retailing: Paul Patterson
and Shane Butler,.carpentry; Jason-Borders,
Not pictured is

he second -lowest rate was 2.8
percent in Trimble and Boone
,i.ountics. Shelby County .was at
,Fayette County 3.2; Kenton
'County. 3.3: Hardin County, 3.4;
Campbell County, 3.5; McCracken
Count. 3.6, and Calloway County.
3.7 • _

By Abigail

BOBBY

•

Call Br6ida Nix -at 753-8293 at
Calloway High.

Nelson .County, the repori
7-..
McCreary County had. the
rcent.
second -highest rate, 14.7
Estill -County was at 13.0; Montgornery...County, 12.7; Wolfe County, 12.4, Elliott COunty, 12.0;
!lenifee County, 11.5; Fleming
County, 11.2. Bath County, 11.0,
and Breathitt County, 10.8.

PAGE

When everyone is in the wrong. everyone is in the right "
Pierre de La Chaussee

Lewis Co. highest in unemployment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's highest unemployment
rate in November was 17.6 percent
in Lewis. County, the sta,te
• announced today.
The lowest rate was 2.6 percent
in Oldham County., the Cabinet for
Human Resources said in its
monthly report of county,
:unemployment.
•
JObles-s rates- incrcased. from
October to November in 78 of Ken:
tucky's 120 -countics, reflecting a
jump from 4.7 percent to 5.4 percent in the state's overall rate; the
report said.
Rates declined in 41 counties
and held steady at 5.4 percent- in

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

mands. 1he class will emphasize
basic business applications using
spreadsheet, data base and weird
processing- programs.

Dealt)

cra

Outstanding students

RIDAY, JANIAR10.4, 1991

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

is now buying

#2 Yellow Corn

Lacey's
FAMILY RESTAURANT
319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.
527-7275
I
.

FRI. & SAT. SEAFOOD BUFFET

Snow Crab Legs, Frog Legs, Fried Shrimp,

Fried Oysters, Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Oysters,
Crab Meat In Hot Butter, Crab Rolls, Clam
Strips, Fried Scallops, Shrimp Creole & Rice,
Egg Rolls, Baked Cajun Pollack, Salad Bar,
Vegetables, Large Variety Dessert Bar,

$1099

-4 4--'s5i•-•,'„'l IN 4
• ••,
."

‘.'1
'4
3
4.

•

,S 99

•

.•

Call:
1-800=338-3909

•

•.

A

•

,

••••••

•

z'..)4‘.
•

wii•

•!.-a••••

CONFIDENTIAL TO HURT.

4f4444...;.;"4*
gd. • •1:1;

•••

(Expires Jon 31)

6 A.M.-11 P.M.
Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White
Redeye Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs,French
Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits, Fruit &
Juice Bar.

„
•

•

BUY 1 AT REGULAR $699
PRICE, GET SECOND FOR

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

•

, 7:01ti%

t

•

• e •
•

•

•
•
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

•

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite

This page is made possible by those firms who encourage
all of as to attend worship services.

Church Directory
441

ADVENTISTS

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.

.1,5!NTH 144 Al 5 l• •'
Sal • .• .
vabbatn Srhoni
A , wants
Sat 11 ••

Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies
Plastic & Die Cast Molds
Precision Machining and Welding

506 Industrial Road

!BAPTIST

Murray, Ky. 42071
11111A-KIT
• •-r trig liburstui
MoralUp
F
•SIERH1

/4111111k,
RUTHIE'S
WUNIVERSITY GULF

I

Five Points

1.4rodury Hanoi
Clam& Tomo%
almissais•

Mon -Sat

pen 6 a.m. - 8 p.m

Closed Sundays
Murray

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753 2411

'
al
,

CHARLIE'S

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

-

SA

Chestnut Hits Snowing Cr — 759-1400

Carroll rTire Inc.

& 6:30 .m. testa

•C••••191•941

teacher
,

•Supplies
Mmeemy

m

759-9995

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN

Co.LINO

MERCURY
44

411-

TAYLOR SEED
753-574::

tirrne Road

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.
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MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753.5312

401 Olive

753 6168

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
j
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Blessed are the
poor in spirit

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

rs)
Arh

Auto Body & Frame Ww•
Established 1945

753-5142

900 Sycamore

ROY'S

T
•

1008 Chestnut
753-3314

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-1O:30 a.m.
Serving Lunihl
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
r,07 N 12th
753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy lAcKendree-Pharmactsi

408 N

753-2380

Olympic Plaza

;753-6779

4th

••

l antucicy Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

205 N

Franchisee

Chevron

Miirray Ledger & Times

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Tabers Acoustic &

"For God so loved the world that he sent
his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16

ANL
PtUil
4IUt.

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Calvin Cleric — Owner
753.2593
1417 Main

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753 7101

D & W Auto Supply

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven "

Matthew 5:16

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

71.1.,LLER.
FUNERAL 1{.031,ES
Murray.
753-4612

Hazel
492-8758
51

(
1
,
1-1 STOCKADE
SIRLOIN
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

Drywall
Corner Of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P0 Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054
489-2126

Pis* wiggly

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches

Ti•EN MOP( FR 21 HOURS A DAY SAT i SUN 7 A.K411016011
HWY 541 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

' sweramirdenserveume•-444`.;74:

•
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For unto you this day.
is born a Savior, which
is Christ the Lord

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling • Arcade • Pro Shop
Les
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Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street
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WRIST Alltro Heights
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CHOKE Of CHRIST

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

•

435-4415

PENTECOSTAL

•

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE .#2011

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies

NAZARENE
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4 L7
4.

1 1,111

doorstop r 'Ah
.. 1-4A1
40
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41.-4 34, p tr.
It. •31
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LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

• I••

Surdas

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

Blessed are the pure in heart:
for they shall see God.

•F

WY1'.41,1111
"
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Morrung Morlrup0 or..
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Downtown Murray
Fostsidre Court Square
15. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

Open 8 a m -4 30 p.m.

753-5719
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Thornton Tile and Marble
Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street
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Communicate Before You Medicate • Ask CHARLIE753-4175
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& Gift Shop
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Pat Parrish — Owners

1415 W. Main

Bel-Air
Center

753-2202

CABLE
VI519N

753-5(105

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
•
11tIrrii‘. K.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
mcfsa0a.•10

401 South 16th Street P 0 Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKrY 42071
LOWELL K BECK
1502)753 1304

Gulf

MURRAY,- GULF

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

Q
759-47961

UICKPRINT

Southside
Shopping

Center
of asurray
'Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

esus saith unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life,' no
man conzeth unto the Father,
hut by me."
John 14 -6

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut St

753-8850

CA LLOWA
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner
733 1962
1707 W. Mule

•
•

or.

•6

.
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Speakers and music released by-churches for Sunday

)lies
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i 4O
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Various area churches lmve
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Jan. 6, as
follows:
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
:peak about "Gifts to Honor the
King" with scripture from Matthew
271-12 at 10:45 a.m. service.
Cheryl Dudenhofer will sing a
solo, What Can I Give Him?" Lee
-Kern is music director with Melanie Dawson and 'Dijibie- FerguSon
as accompanists. 11
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor. will
at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Charles Vinson will be deacon of
the week. Steve Littlefield will
direct the mtsic .with Margaret
Wilkins and Tamara Outland as
accompanists.—IThe Sanctuary Choir
will sing "Be Strong in the Lord"
and Nell Earwood will sing a sol0
at the morning hour. At the evening hour the Sanctuary Choir will
•sing "Seekers of Your Heart" and
Keith Inman and Steve Littlefield
will si4 a duet.
First Presbyterian .
The Rev.. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about "A
New Beginning" with scripture{(ifil Isaiah 60:1 at 10:45 a.m. servke. The Chancel Choir will'sins
an anthem/This Do In Remember. ance. of Me" with Pat Bomba as
organist. Holy Communion will be
k7tited.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The .Rev. Sammy Cunningham.
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
tibirat "Previews of Coming Aurae:
tion." with scripture from Acts
15:1-4 at 9 a.m. service and about
-Specifically Speakipg" with scripture from John 16:25 at 6 p.m. service..Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Liov..ard Nowell, Missionary to Taiwan, will speak at 11
a.m. service. Music willpe directed
by Alvin Usrey with Janet Arnold
as pianist. Dale Arnold will serve
as deacon of the week. Lisa__Arnold
and Kelly Arnold will sing "I Love
You Lord Jesus' at morning hour.
The Rev. Garton Sills, interim pastor. will speak at'.6 p.m. service
with special music by the Children's Choir.
Immanuel Lutheran
1ne,Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
pastor, will speak about "Arise
Shine" with scripture from Isaiah
60:1-6 at 10:3D a.m. service. Instal-

lation of new oftiLers'will be held.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Pictures of Our Salvation" with scripture from Exodus
12 and Luke 22 at 9 and 10:50 am.
services. Rev. Orr will show slides
of The Holy Land titled "I Walked
Where Jesus Walked" at 6 p.m.
service. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with Kathy Ligon, Pats)
Neale and Susie Scott as accompanists. Lucretia Thompson will
sing a solo at both morning services. At 10:50 Sherman Scott will
play a piano offertory and the
Adult Choir will sing "My Saviour's Love." The Lord's Supper
will be at both 'morning services.
Tommy Scott will sing a solo at 6
p.m.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor, will speak about "Past t'uture
and Present" with screipture from
Philippians 10:3-14 and Matthew
6:25-34 at 10:50 an. service. Acolytes will be Trey Green and Sean
Stonecipher. Kim -Black is music
director with Joan Bowler as
organist.
Elmrtirove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher. pastor
will speak at 1-1 a.m. and 6:45 pin
services. Music will be directed
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and•Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Hal Baptist
•
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6.`"
p.m. services. Gene Orr Miller .
direct the music with -Oneida 1\
tuld Gwen Key as .accompat,.
deacon of the
‘
Willie Vinson will'he
week.
South Pleasant Gro‘e
United Methodist
The .Rev. Jim Alford. pastor, will
speak at 10:45 .a:m. service. _Vim
man WhitfieAwill direct the'mus:;:
swith Tommy 'taines and
Cooper as accompanists.
Grace. Baptist
The Res% Robert Johnson, pastor'.
will speak about -- Amen!
with st...ripture fmm Roe:.
tion 19:1-10 at 10:30 am. ser\'1, -'.
The Lord's Supper will -be
p.m. service. Howard 'McNee1)
be deacon of the week. i(ev:ti
Rudicil will direct the music
Dwane Jones and Susan Jones ,:s
accompanists.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James 11. Cain, pastor.
will present a lesson entitled The
Challenge_ of New Beginnings" in
•
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PLATTER
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SCRAPBOOK
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Coldwater, United Methodist
. The Rev. Dor, I alkner, pastor,'
sH
•
L
O.
p,,amst.
First Assembly or God
flendlev, past(
- The Rev.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
service',
F..eiguson Springs Baptist
The Re% . Dar‘•:n Stom, past
will speak at II a.m. and 6 p.r
services.
New Pros idence _Baptist
The Rev. Ocic,1 Colson, past,.
will speak at I I a.m. and
Nen;ices.
Independence-U[14A Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis,
'tor,ill spedk at. II a.in
with Richard Dowdy as

66,

•

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumpirig
Asphalt 'Culting • Sewer • Water
& Contaminated Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching
s,„„ /979 759-1515

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380
•

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
ry If.C. CHILES
In the thin layer of soil, whi,:
THE SOWER AND
covered bedrock, the seeds sprTIIE SOILS
outed quickly, but.the shallowness
•
MATTHEW 13:1-9
of the soil did not permit the roots
We
tyPe•Of Christ during
to grow', so the plant soon withered
hits e.:rthly ministry in the parable
ot Le sower; also, a type of
urrder the heat of the sun.
Shallow hearers listen to the
C.h7i \I's servants whoin He has
Word with joy, and are ca-chosen to scatter the seed of the
away with emotional_pnthus;a•,::..
Word it God. The seed is the
and allow. their feerrqs to gush.
Word ol God. It is to -be sown in
hut they do not have. any staying
the hearts of men wherever they
power. These impulsive and unstdwell, without reference to their
character or condition.
'able people hear the Word but
The soil- represents human
quickly forget it or turn to' Someheart* The character of the hearer
thing else that tickles their fancy.
determines the effect of the Word
The seed penetrated the .soil easiupon him. That which one takes
ly, germinated and sprang up, but
from Lie Word depends on what he. the thorns drew the moisture ,and
first Krings to the Word.
fertility from the soil, thereoy preAs Christ faced that vast audi-. venting a hary.est from the seed.
ence on the seashore, He disceined
In the thoroughly prepared food
four classes of hearers, typifying
soil the seed germinated, took root.,
the four kinds of soil.
sprang up, and brought fOrth fruit.
The wayside hearers were those
The heart which is good soil is one
on whom the message of Christ
which accepts God's will, walks in
was wasted. They heard His words
His ways, endures affliction for His
but did not admit them. .What a
sake, and awaits His recompense.
pity when the preached Word does
If we are faithful in sowing the
not find and entrance and Satan
proper seed in good.soil, we
and his emissaries steal it away, as
he assured of a bountiful harvest.
the birds pick up the seed from the
Matthew 13:18-23
solid ground! In order ,to prevent
Desiring to know the full signifipeople from believing the Word. cance and meaning of the parable,
accepting Christ, and being saved, the disciples requested Christ to
Satan takes away the Word by
interpret it for them and He gladly
caung forgetfulness of it, or predid s,o for their benefit. lie'
vents its reception-try-creating preanalyzed the parable point by point
judice against it, or by getting the
and gave to each symbol its own
mind occupied-with other things. significance.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

'F..

ROSS INSURANCE

'

tith & Main

753-0489

3 GREAT

DIAMOND VALUES

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

JEVVELERS

OPENING
rui)a)

Monday, January 7, 1991
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Remember the 10th
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THE GREAT
PERM SALE
STARTS JANUARY 2ND
‘t r11,P1.

20% off
Hair.i_it and style
cluded L 'rng hair and ciesKin
r,31 -'large

the
110

3-13850

aCCOMparliSIS.

St. Leo Catholic
twill he at .6 p.m. Satur•
day and 8 and 11 atm. Sunday with
Fr. Larry McBride as minister.
Ass.stin2 will be Chris - Paradise,
Tom Auer, Al Faluch, Joel Reed,
Mary Reed. I.ouis Charette, Cheryl
• GresSler, John Mikulcik, Ray
CHr,2:te. Diane Charette, Nathan
John Young, Will Aubrey,
Doyle. Larry Krouse, Judy
Don Burke and Teri

Wed!1CSj

Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, willc speak at -9 a.m. service
with • Donald
-as song
leader and Dean Stephenson as
pianist.
,Temple Hilt
United Methodist
The Rev.
1.cw,s. pastor, will sp„:,ir,
:1a 1;
Russell Chupel
United Methodist
The Rev_
( lark.
ser‘._ e
wilt speak at 9
Red Woods a, •!:7,2 leader
Dorothy Brow:: 'a pian:st.

,

side
Iping
ter
stds"

GEN

-

p,anist.
and Patr.,.,,
Goshen 1 oiled Methodist
Palestine 1 Hoed Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop:P.. pastor,
The Rk:.
•
Atkinson, minister, will speak at 11
will speak at ri a.m. service. Stanam. service.
and Mary Conner will
ley
Kirksey United Methodist
wit:o Faye ChildThe Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, . direct,. the
will speak at !I a.m. and 6 p.m.
ress as pianist.'
services. His morning topic will he
Poplar Spring Baptist
itt, Firsi You Don't • SucOc Rev. Dentt',s Norvel, pastor.
scripture
u-ed _Don't PLI7IL:
wii1 speak at 11 a.m.-Iind 7 p.m.
!rpm- Luke 22. 12. Holc cifiritnunscrviLCC. Mark Hardison will direct
ion will he celebrated. Ron Pace
tic
will' direct the m:c
us
Clarice
11.nn Grose
Norswothy and
Hays as
Methodist
accompairsts ,-\o.'.' rigwill he
Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
Lindy
C:ay Smith and
speak at 930- a.m. service.
Rudy- Lovett.
Judy Kelso will be ofgUniSt.
Christian Science Services will he at -11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p M. each second

1. Behold the warranty; the bold ptint giveth, and the,fine
print taketh away.
2. With school teachers striking, looks like we have lost control of our faculties.
3. We hate to have some people give us advice when we know
how badly they need it themselves.
4--Everyone can give pleasure in some way. One person may
do it by coming into a room, and another by leaving.
5. You can never tell about women, and even if you could you
shouldn't.
6. You can't lose weight by talking, about it. You have to keep
your mouth shut.
7. Only one way hot pants are healthy, they help a girls'
circulation.

I PA
COILLIf
PAR%
PAUL

4:6

the 10 a.m. pica,.
sion. Evangelista: service v.411
begin at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rey. Jim Simmons, pastor.
will speak. at 10:50 att. and 7 p.m.
serv ices.- At morning hour
Gay, Bobby Witson and Wayne
Cathey, will be -ordained as deacons. '[he ordinance of The Lord;?,
Supper -will be. at evening. no',:r.
'Curt Simmons, interim minisTer ot
music will direct the music. w
1,inet Finch and lonya Simmons
accompanists. The Sanctuary Cho:r
11: sing and Janet Finch and Car*.
lyn Winchest-er will have special
music at morning service. Cindy
Vark'e will sing at evening service.
Uni% ersity
Church of - Christ
•s(
Baitell. minister, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. -Sef:Les. Ermk: barley will direct the
m.sc.ryice.
Lash% ood Baptist
Lynn Ma all. p5s1or,. will
al II atm. and 6 p.m. serGreg .Mayall will direct the
mask_ ith April Mack and Susan

The 10th ot each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You sec, these carriers are independent business men and
women. Th4 buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you doni pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please'-pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience tor you and your

Sale prices effective through
Saturday January 26th

'Pin Selector Weights
•Free Weights
*No Contracts or
Initiation Fees
*Karate Classes Available

j-

No Appointment Necessary

So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

ort

--n-31C.-11111
cite°. JOIlisniwyCompuny. inc

Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat, 9-6, Sun. 1-5

•Aerobic Classes
Available
*Low Rates
•Couple & Family Rates
'MSC Student Rates

Hours: fj a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-8 p.m. Fri.
7 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

970 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-7283
Next to Domino's
Owners: Mike Ray • Robert Vaught

,

1:!
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Foundation seeks funds

Your Individual

Horoscope
Fraacts Drake

•

vi it< ,,sATURDAY JANUARY 5, 1991

SeORP10.
CIE
(Oct.2.3 to Nov.21)
You'll be happy to do a favor for a
A sense of duty anti responsibility

ARIES
(Mar 2ltoApr 19)

motivates you now Though you're
conscientious, there are some details
you could be overlooking He thor
(Kudri

TAURUS
Apr 20 to May 20)
Pit
No sense utobbling about a small
matter or you'll -ruin your own good
time The day favors going with close
Ate% for happy ocTasiorts Ciirti a
tendency to be critical

friend now, but you could have a
small difference of opinion with
someone over a money matter today
Accent social interests

SAGMARIUS
2•24o Dec 21)

(Nov

You could overthmk a problem
right now Just do the job that's
expected of you and know that your
instincts are correct •Keeping busy
banishes needless worry

CAPRICORN

GEMINI
May 21 to June 20
It S a good day for getting things
done an *Ind the house Attend to
bookkeeping and keep your accounts
in °rater He respectful of the feelings
,if others
CANCER
tJune 21 to July 22
A moody disposition won t win you
the support of coworkers However,
there.s a welcome act ent on pleasure
pursuits now Enjoy the t. ompany
close ties
LEO is
tJuly 23 to Aug 221
You seem to he on the right track
for a work project and will take pride
in what you accomplish now9There is
tendency though to be wasteful
with money when seeking fun

or

VIRGO
Aug 2:i to Sept 22 ,
You know how you can get about
the little things of life. ',et you have to
watch you don t make a nuisiontatrt out
of a molehill Instead, concentrate On
ii unapt.e and recreant irial interests

(lk, 22t.,J.
19)
feel that you owe some

You may
one A visit today Travel is a plus but
you may have a difference of opinitin
with an adviser Try not to be overly
sent oils

Adult Learning
Center at MSU
offering free
adult classes
Free classics for adult students in
English grammar and general
mathematics will be offered three
days a week for 0.01 weeks in the
Adult Learning Center (ALC) at
Murray State University. beginning
Jan. 14:
Classes in general m4hematics
wilt meet from 8:30 to, 10.1.m. and
in English gra.mmer from 10,30
am: to noon on- Monday, Wednesday and Friday at the ALC in
Room, 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium,
.1„ording to
.Chuck Guthlie. ALC
(;21bru said anyone 16 yearrof

,..der_not enrolled in a publmay allend- IRV grammar
777
ematics classes. Each
'a. he limited to 10 students
on a first-conic, first-

;,

AQUARIUS
Jan 20 to Feb, ih,
You're counting pennies now and
putting your books in order You may
have words, though. with -someone
who owes you either money or a
favor Research is favored

PISCES

*dm

mow
Feb 194, Mar 21)
You'll bore others to death if you
keep on going over the same problem
again and again Social life though is
a plus Let go of minor worry and take
it 4.4.%),
Y111 1t )1e% 11 )I)AY are bit more
adventurous than the typical member
of your sign ou re quite willing to
take a risk every now and then anti
you also have a good sense of
responsibility You may have a spe
cial talent for acting or brokerage

LIBRA
Irier
sept Li tot k1 221
stO
You'll be tackling those Isoljects
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hr.*.)
now that 3,t•u didn't have tune ft.r
Forecast for Today or the Future
during the , h.rintay s Home -based 't
I VD 226 0360
activ lot-. are the center of your
ira minute
4,11-11 an inner ii.putit

_

.!ed that the classes •arc
anyone preparing for the
GED ri.gh school equivalency, the'
ACT cliarnination or an entrarke
'7 vocational school. Ada:
•
lo school or those Alsh,basic skills for lutoF
children or Jor personal
,a:...s.ta;.:r.on
.
can also benefit from

These fourth graders at Carter Elementary Center enjoy playing the Orff instruments in their music-classes. The Orff instrument stands were recently' acquired through the "City Song Fest", a Mini-Grant project funded by the Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence in Public Education. Pictured
left to right are: Anita Smith, Brooke Brittain, Allison Vinson, Gretchen Klaus, Drew Thompson, Jason
Bright, Chris Yoo, and Joan Booker (teacher). The Foundation is a non-profit group organited for the
purpose of providing enrichment opportunities for the students in the Murray City School District. Contributions are tax deductible and can be mailed to Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence,
)414 Poplar St., NIurrit?, Kentuclo, 42071.

Delegation asking for increased burley quota

WASHINGT()N ;AP) - Several
Sponsors of the •clasSes are the
• members of Kentucky's congresKcnt..,.o. Department- .-for------Adott : stomil--cletegation are asking AgriTe..nni&al Education and the
culture Secretary Clayton Yeutter
•7. :or Continuing Education
to increase burley tobacco market: ALlt Outreach at Murray
ing quotas for ihe current year.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford:. Din:crested in enrolling in
Kentucky. said in a statement
r
., nil call or ‘,•sit the
Thursday he urged Yeutter to use
2 -761-6971 in Room
his discretion in the decision if he
':cart Stadium from 8
determines no advfse effect on
p.m Monday through
market prices would occur.
lie said he was .. joining other
mernbers of the Kentucky delegation who have contacted Yeutter,
includihg Rep. William Natcher,

THE FAR SIDE

icy has led toallegations that much
D-2nd District;-Rep. Larry Hopkof .this excess crop is being sold
ins, R-6th District; and Republican
outside the federally regulated
Sen. Mitch McConnell.
tobacco program, illegally, in back"Without question, there is an
door transactions."
imbalance in the supply and
. Legislation that v,•ill_allow burley
demand of burley tobacco at the
tobacco quotas to flow to produccr
present time." Ford said in a letter
The current • who wish to grow the crop will no:
to Yeutter.
1
take effect until the 1991 markt:tin::
reserves are .a5out 45 million
pounds 'under 'normal' levels
year, Ford said
already."
Said yopkins: "We've had a
gold growing Season in many parts
{)f Kentucky .and many farm(Ns
have crop available above their
poundage quota. Demand for bur -

Read the
want ads daily

By GARY LARSON
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SON OR DALGK1ER
AGE 19?

LARGE FAMiLiE
ChUALL9 DONT HAVE

Unless still in School
Or '•'College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers1 comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free infor
melon call:
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LIPOSUCTION FOR CATS!
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35 Military
groups
38 Ordinances
39 High
mountain
41 Trade for
money
42 Paid notices
43 Marsh bird
45 Ocean
46 Nickel
symbol
47 Baby frog
49 Green
Mountain St
50 Fats -52 Toils
54 Capital of
Sunset State
55 Consumed
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YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916
INSTRUCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

S,AAT 11.41 rAtoo •tAA.
Ott RIGHT WM..
110w C.AtIF I A

I Vex.
harass
6 Fantastically slily
11 'The Time
12 Medicinal
preparation
14 Early morn
15 Merchants
17 Neon symbol
18 Play on
words
20 Expel air
forcibly
through nose
21 Footlise part
22 Verve
24 Soso.
25 Spar
26 Sharpens
28 Stings ,
30 King Fr
31 River island
32 Wall Street
man

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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5 African
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Who sold $721,000
in 91 days?
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

SHOULDN'T
HAVE PUT
MAYONNAISE
ON MY SANDWICH
AT LUNCH

0
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'131.. si
00
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MAYBE I
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You know. I used to like this hobby ... But shoot!
Seems like everybody s got a rock collection

ill

e
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Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

a
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10 Free from
fraud
11 Bonds
13 Birds homes
16 Game at
cards
19 Restricts
21 Social
gatirrings
23 Cozy corners
25 Cripples
27 Baker s
product
29 Deface
32 Smooth and
soothing
33 Wireless sets
34 Haphazard
35 Place
opposite
36 Football team
37 Narrow flat
boards
40 Brim
43 Rational
44 -- Fitzgerald
47 Sesame
48 Done
51 Mother
53 Brother of
Odin

Billie

Call Billie to sell
yours! 753-1492
Who sold a house on
Christmas Day?

Billie
call Billie to sell
yours! 753-1492

Ointw•yi
Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502)753-1092
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020
Notice

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S-10 Blazer
$329 83 me'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Ho Closed End Lease

030
Card
of Thanks

The - family of
Robert Lee (Bob)
Beach
expresses
thanksfor the many
kindnesses shown
by so many during
the extended illness
and recent loss of
our loved one.
We're
grateful
for the many prayers, phone calls,
visits. cards, flowers, food and the
homes that were
opened up to accommodate out-of
town relatives.
A special thanks
also to Dr. Clark
and
Staff. Dr
Gould and .Staff,
home Health Care,
Royis Pharmacy,
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral --- home,
Oneida
White.
Murray Lodge -No
105 Free and Accepted Masons,and
the Ministers who
made themselves
available
during.
this time.

ic etas.
nt pro.
ictured
, Jason
for the
I. Conellence,

ta
hat'much
ing
egulate.1
hack w burle
roduccr
will no:
arketin,.2

CARD Or THANKS

This 'kin deep appreciation for all the
cards, meals, assistance, love and especially prayers my
family and I are receiving during this
serious illness. So
many have helped,
but unfortunately!do
not know all the
names or clubs. Of
those I do .know, I
would especially like
to thank Diana Darnall, Tony Thompson,Rita Foy and-Pat
Scarbrough, the Departmetit of Geoscie nces and afew other
offices/departments
at MSU, University

1CK
rt Ai
rSl

C.
r7.3e21

AD
BE
916

Church of Christ,
Lions Club, Moose

3TRuCTiON
TO DRIVE
•ct-TRAiLER
r(Am

Lodge, the women's
society of Woodmen
ofthe World. Without
your help we could
not and cannot have
come so far. Again,
thank yvu and may
the Lord bless you

f

NCE
651•4•••••
•••••PAP P •

all.

ii

Georgette Ellis
and Family

4-1203
Osn

Lost
And Found

$721,000

LOST in Puryear on
12-2490 black male Sharpe] with brown tint on fur,
8mo old Needs medication in eyes Reward of
8wk old Sharpe' puppy
901247-5252
LOST south of Lynn
Grove small femaleVea
gle Call 435 4511

PP

it

house on

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
Expanding chemical manufacturing facility located in
Western Kentucky has an
immediate opening for a
Chemical Engineer Loca
eon offers enjoyable Irving,
educational, and recreational advantages This is
an outstanding opportunity
with a growth oriented com
pany Salary commensurate with ability Job entails
production trouble shooting., operator training, inventory control, prepara
eon of procedures, etc
Candidate must have a
B S Ch E degree from recognized engineering
school with 3-10 years
-hands on" experience in a
chemical manufacturing facility Qualified applicants
only should send resumes'
,to PO Box 1040P Murray,
Ky_4,2071
,
COUNTER help wanted
Sammons Bakery Apply in
person Chestnut St Murray, between 7am 4pm

E.O.E. M/F

tii

Immediate Openings
Food Service Supervisor

sill

1-1492

For 174 bed, long term care facility.
Degree in food service area preferred,
management experience necessary Full
company benefits, salary open
Apply at

.I

West View Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE MT'

bs Realtors
12th St.
53.1492

160

WANTED a job Expert
ence in retail, youth organi
zation management.
photography, and d,og
training Handy with hands,
eager, intelligent, and hard
working College degree
Resume available upon re
quest Call 436 5447

WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095,
101416 $142150, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Build
irigs 502 247 7831
250
Business
Services

WILL do light house arid
office cleaning Have ex- PRIVATE Investigator wt
perience Reference it re- 22 years city and state
in-,
quested 753-7694 for- vestigation experience
details
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
•Personal or Corporate
100
•Missing Persons Your
Business
needs, our specialty. Call
Opportunity
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641
BRING the new year in with
a new career Call Avon SHARP copiers Authbr
today 753 0171 Free gift lied dealer for sales ser
with appointment
vice, supplies, parts and
rental units Local corp.
T-SHIRT & cap screen
printing equipment Com- pany Call 1-800 248 4319 plete set up Willing to train
260
$ 4 50 0
Phone
TV,
800 523 7005
Radio
140

25in ZENITH color tv Ex
cellent condition
753-9930

Want .
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green $.30eick delivered
474-2318
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to yourorder 753 9808, 474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562,
436-2758
OAK and hickory firewood
for sale Immediate delivery $30 per rick now
753-4120
WOOD for sale 753 9745
240
Miscellaneous
FABRIC*FABRIC•FABRIC
' OFF SALE Country Re
mnants Hwy 68 641 Draf
tenville. Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
10-5pm
PROOF sets and silver dollars make fine presents for
every eine
, Asia& If we don't
have the date you need
we'll get it at no extra cost to
you Check our U S and
foreign coins, proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Store (Hazel)
and Treasure House (Murray) Special discounts now
available We buy coins
and offer professional appraisals of estates
753-4161

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR 1', bath, appliances
furnished 14x70 Holly
Park $250/mo $200 deposit, No pets Located 7. mile
-from city limits on North
641 753 4382 days only

NIG

6

PRIVATE e eeping
with bath Partially
ished Utilities
$150/mo plus $150
sit -753 5094

room
furnpaid
dope-

2BR apartment near University Good condition, le
phances furreshed Avail
able now Coleman RE
753-9898
WE have nice 2br du
telexes, are -townhouses
also 2br, 2 bath with den
$375 $500'mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

340
Houses
For Rent
28drrn house 12miles from
Murray on East 94
$200,eno pier, deposit
354 6729
2BR home with 1e, bath
No pets' Deposit $265imo
Must have references,
759 9440
eBR 2 bath house on Col
loge Farm Rd Available
around first of month
7537317

280

2BR mobile home no pets
753-9866

r4iCE 2br gas heat, WO
hookuishwasher,stove.
refrigerator,, deck 8j1 col dwater Rd $325Mo Cole
man RE 753 9898
REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat arid
air Includes refrigerator
washer and dryer Tons of
storage, Discounted rent
$400 753 8734

753-0375
191)1 \ 1201 St
HEDR(X)4(1, 2 HATill
HOME ON 4 ACRES!!
1. rant h I ,•r garage
irrplai.',large !II in kin hcn
10 mi rAst or Murray 4.151
under risd S 9.000 416
2I
151 OVIS

4 CAR shop with office
753-9386,"753 4509

100 YAMAHA 4 wheeler
Excellent cond,tee•
753 5303 or 753 7724

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

Close to Court
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.
320
Apartments
For Rent

2BR apartment in North
wood Appliances and wa
ter furnished $260•mo
753 3964

Auto
Services
ALL auto repel r 753 4e14
NEW and useed .tires vey
A...to Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

2BR duplex Quiet neigh
borhood Appliances furnished, wood stove, central
heat/air
Very nice
759-1848
2BR furnished apartment,
5br furnished house
'4 block of college
753-5108,753 5865
2BR unfurnished apartment 753-3241 -

430
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate'services eeth a
wide seection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222 toll free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
7115

Used
Cars

BLC,1.
drive

17 viel
.to buy
riee reasoriersly p•
77 7'375'
19r./9 FORD r..1•1,,•,c,k
1979 Voi.iio
Ca 753 0463
—
'
sr's
pi

1977-"

1977 PLIMOii..l'ht Solar'
orig 'cal owner -58.x.
miles V 8, automatic a r
pspb_ 4 doot Lots of ,- ar
00 753 0c.,67

LOTS between Coles
Campground Church and
North 16th Extended
$7500 753 7975
460
Homes
For Sale
1983 SILIERADO Blaze
4x4 Good condition
$4000, 1981 Ford Van
V. ton 6 cylinder automatic,
good condition $1800
759 9921 or 751-9872

3BR house in Fulton
Owner might consider trad
reg for house near Murray
502.472-1021 after 6pm
38R modular home on 2
lots. 2 car carport work
shop fenced yard 1 mile
from lake $25.000
436 2144

ENERGY efficient 2br duplex in Northwood Central
heat'air Carpeted ap- BRAND new
3br 2 bath
pliances furnished No pet home with central
H/A Of
Deposit and lease required bred at an affordable
price
753-7185
540's A must to see,ConNEAR University 2 room tact Kopperud Realty
efficiency apartment Furn- 753-1222
ished Electric heat and air Owner anxious to sell 3br
$150 deposit $150 month
1;/, bath, 2-car garage
759 1313 9am to 3pm Mon brick home in Panorama
Fri
Shores Available armed,
•
NEW 2br duplex Ap- ately 753 6339
pliances.energy efficient FRESH on the market
3br,
owner occupied 1821 2 bath brick ranch home,
in
Ridgewood Dr 753 7457 quiet residential neighborNEW duplex on Northwood hood Owner being transDrive 2br, central gas NIA ferred and anxious to sell
All appliances including Priced in mid $50's Con
dishwasher and micro- tact Kopperud Realty
wave $385'mo 1 year 753-1222
lease Available Jan 1 Call NEW carpet, new paint
days 753-3153, evenings 3br, 2 bath brick Central
753 7900
gas heat 10min east of
city Upper $50's Bob Per
ONE room, partially furn- en
RE 759 1881
ished sleeping rooms with
shired kitchen and bath- SMALL well•built home.
rooms, central H/A Lo- lovely setting on 6 acres 3
cated 14 blocks from Fa- miles east of Hardin on
culty Hall $125/mo includ- Hwy 80 2 miles north on
ing utilities Call Camela at 1364 $45000 Call any753-1492
time 354 6078

ROCKY COLSON Horn,,
Repair Roofing, sidieg
paenting, plumbing ces
crete Free estimati!s Ce•
474 2307

978 Ce-'4ASS A-te e •
8. Lareae ',rep 'el_ seer
interior, very sese
$1250019;,e Mestere ree
black top V 8, t Jcket
seats 11850 4928864
1980 C'HEVY Caprice
CIassic 2 door $1800
Great shape 759 1893
1981 CUTLASS white, red
interior $200 down 1980
Eldorado blue loaded
$200 down 492 8884
1983 OLDS Cutlass wa
gon good condition Call
after 4pm 395 7986
1984 TRANS Am $395e
Phone 753 3704 16e1
Loch Lomond
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
Broughm Leaded, triple
burgundy. vsry nice
$3850, 198E Pontiac
6000LE .loaded very nice
$3975 492 88e4
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am
Gray with red interior ier
excellent condition
759 9850 alter 4pm

d•

CONTRACTOR Por:,,:,
buildings, pole barns gen
eral home improvements
Qoaley work.Jar, less Cus
tomer satsfactibr, guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489,2663
CUNNINGHAM'S. Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling: all makes and
models Call Gary at
754 4754
LICENSED for electec
gas. refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free estimates 753 7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

CHEVY, 1979 Chevette 2
door, extra clean, rad
tape, excellent gas Fri
leage $695 Will trade
759.1922

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Vans
1978 DODGE Van New
440 motor, new transmission, 1 ton, web, ac, new
tires $3000 or best offer
753-0318 -500

1976 DODGE pickup Runs
great automatic. 1976
Chevy Malibu Classic A/C,
4 door, excellent condition
489 2410
1978 CJ7 Jeep
753-6308

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Wa'ters roofing
painting vinyl siding.
kinds of remodeling Phone
489,2267 . HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KENNEY Travis Trenching
Service Hauling and Exca
vating 759-1039 after 4pm

Used
Trucks

V-8

1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
0130 474 8820

,

a•-•-ti7c."c!, 4.1e, 41te
560
Free
Column
-7
r -tr'iE to good t- ct-r
t..zzy
dog 4354109
FREE
,f lorl
'J.-, 153

•1 •

•

'7,11 III'Ci4E/I C41114%
.-...:1011 WOODWORKING
An Types Of
Custom

Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.0,0p by &

ou. showoorr
p.

4t._)

to

HOME RUN
\HOBBY SHOP

is coming back!
Watch for opening date at
Southside Shoppiag Center,
•Six Toning/Exercise Benches
•Suntanna by Wolff System Suntan Bed
•Treadmill, Etc
Looking forward to seeing you again!
Gloria.

Fit ruw

W00-1
NE -P
E7/

REAL OPPORTUNITY
Unusual property with a vanety of potential uses
Property includes 17 acres with.major highway frontage,
one bedroom home, concrete block commercial building,
arid large barn all offered at 1'29,900 r nit ofstate .wner
anxious to sell to settle estate.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

N,

G and A Construction Quality work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions.
Door and window installation Finish carpentry work
Free estimates. ,call
753-1126 or 436-2617 after
4pm

1989 CAVALIER automa
tic, OD, AC, 2 door, steree
with tape, 28 000 miles
$6500 436-2326

E Z Auto Sales Hwy 94E
0% financing Buy here
pay here 474 8883
436 2606 Open Wed Sun

„-; .

GLORIA'S FITNESS SALON

_
Uil1'.l(himimi
554.1
He!,
43c

`1. 5 hh Repair and 1.4a,nPlJrnbrri9 and
„Citsareneeve.- 1 210 12 1 2 ",
tee •1 •":;"? r '1'

4th and Sycamore
159-1521
Home 753-1566
Mon. .9i Thum. 3-6 -p.m.; Sat. 10-6 p.m.
We have the largest Selectliin of sports
cards, packs, and supplies in Murray

'2,ARPF

e,

MR _ •
• ,
cleer-er 492 8561

▪

CA c-"
or r.
homes
in gs,
peicerre,
qualmt
759

$3re

LSO

38R brick house New cen28R water furnished, depo- tral heatsair, storm winsit required 753 0087 after do/5, garbage disposal
5pm
cale hookup, city water 1
1 and 2BR apartments near mile East of Murray. Priced
downtown Murray in rr•d 530's 498 8944,
1-800 637-1442
753 4109
APARTMENT in Murray
Has kitchen with stove, refrigerator, etc Includes
bathroom, carpeted 1'
block from MSU campus d
$170tmo , includes utilities
Call 759 41,04

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
ence Bebby Hopper
436

1976 Ca: „
VI,, $150 down 492 8864

Lots
• For Sale
2BR carport, central H,A,
stove, refrigerator No pets BEAUTIFUL single
family
Deposit, lease, $350/mo dwelling lot All city
utilities
1 80 2'A A
Monroe including city cablevision
1-502527-7382 after 5prn Joining the city
limes at
2BR duplex in Northwood Westend of Gatesborough
Call 753 5541, 753-4060
$295/mo 759-4406
•
2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753-9240

Camp/re
AIRSTREAM 1973 2911
center bath rear twins new
carpet $7000 753 8354

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
• Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in' stock, cri my truck, All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works' 753 2453

490

OFFICE or retail space for
rent on court square GOLDEN
Retreoer pup$175/mo Contact Kop- pies
Regietered AKC
perud Realty 753 1222
champlore in fieid i show,
temperament Greet fame/
dogs. p'aymate .hir kids,
hunting companion for
Dad 354-8168 Visa
Mastercard aCCepI(A

510

NEW homes remodeling
pole barns deoes outbuild
ings, brick arid masonry
work 759- triee after Apr,

ANY remodeling -building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

Motorcycles

A110

AKC reg eter'ed Pomeranian pupc es.• cream color
Adult Ct nchtlla Persian
cat, registered and neu,
tered $1 .fJ Car, cc shown
753-5950

1988 RAN'A H 4.c, ,Jer
5 speed si ver blue inter
or $4950 or •trade
492 8484

ROGER Hudson r.•::
RbAl HOME Km
trig gravel- sand dee eleve
Ali1Ofsf
1983
1.440, 1119,900
30ft
Rear
ltd
On, k rani h
I At re *it
Oath center twins zip dee' way rock 75e 454e
,tiM•hir VA 1“ali
M•ri
awnings all around like 753 6763
freuri, 54'0 ';(144 , 1St (1510
new inside and out loaded
STEWART S
753 4960. or 7530114
EST lJIt 114.:14)WN-1
1%asb and garbii4i.:
hi-il u1 the
Serving as of Caleeee,und,rgr"und
530
County 436 5236
Vv()()I)iIATI
Services
all 11.4nr.**-11..p. 7S4 0175
SUREWA
Y tree & Steee,
(littered
Removal Insured .wirh
AVNER WANTS OFFER!
A-1 SITUMP Remove...apse .. Line of equevreer
I rims home in isid shape
•
Nike iiohuilding on 1011 deei
Spraying Lahr:, tee, 60ft aerial truce u -id Sr
1,4 S.% Mr° RI 7 -S 4Ih
and shrub; unwanted ants chipper To *sere a eater
; miii on 154-0515
and insects GEM A 1 • for operation at a C'e4Ver corn
'*1 III I P YOU SELLM prolessiorial service. 4-e4een peetive cost Free ee.
mates w thou! .ot.r
HOMESELLERS Joiner 753 0906
Day or nee 753
ALPHA Buddies °weer'
The New Revolution
try, remodeling porch'',
•
In Real Estate
roofing, concrete ce
ways- peeiting
nence etc Free: eetee.atee
499 23(e3
470

380

300

Services
peered

III9XII
I
aI
I
1

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

Pets
& Supplies —
Business
Rentals

530

Horne,
For Salo

1.4kellaneous

CASH for mobile home ax
• EXTRA INCOME '91- les and tires We will re
-Earn a second income' move 527-9063
without a second job Earn
150
$500 $1000 for a better life
for you and your family No
Articles
For Sale
experience necessary Will
teach with simple instruc10 SATELLITE dish and
tions Don't Waitl Make
receiver Cheap 492 8433
Easy Money Send a
after 5pm
stamped addressed envelope to B&B Mailing Service
P0 Draw 601532 Miami,
1986 YAMAHA 4 wheeler
FLonda 33160
225 moto 4, $1500 GE
LOCAL construction com- electric dishwasher $125,
pany needs additional sec- 9' table saw with stand
retarial help Position is $125. Snapper riding
part time (min 25hrs per mower $350 753-7407
week.) The desired applic5'x8' trailer with tilt bed
ant should possess pleas
ant telephone manners, black, wire mesh floor,
basic clerical and typing $400 8hp Briggs and Stra
skills Send resume to RO ton motor, horizontal shaft
Box 1040M, Murray, Ky $200 -753-7387
42071
ASHLEY wood stove in
LPN part-time position see Used 2 months $500
available Adolescent 436-2351
Laurel Center Alcohol and BASEBALL
cards Buy, se
Drug Treatment at Parkway and trade 759-1683
Regional Hospital Fulton,
Ky Contact Marilee Baker CUSTOM made gun co
binet holds 12 guns Ca
502 472 2522 ext 350
492-8600
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a 1ob9 A OASIS water dispenser for
GED9 Hope for the future" 5gal jug $150 345-2252
You may qualify if 'You do
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
not have your GED or high
ter 6pm school diploma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
160
21 We are an E 0 E This
Horns
project is funded by the
Furnishings
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
2 COUCHES. 2 chairs,
CallJTPA Out Of School
good condition- 759 4562
7 5 3
9 3 78
2PIECE living room suite,
8a m -14 3/)a m
floor lamp Ideal for rental
SMALL, local, fast growing
property, $35 759-9614 afelectrical business seeking
ter 5 30pm
extremely dependable hard
working qualified electri- WASHER/dryer, sofa,
cian with at least 4yrs ex- chairs, lamps, misc
perience Commercial, re- 753-9409
sidential, industrial, trouble
190
shooting Salary based on
experience and knowFarm
ledge Full time position
Equipment
available Send resume to'
PO Box 303 Murray, Ky. VERMEER T-100 trenche
and tilt trailer Needs a few
42071
odds n-ends 759-1039 at
THE Courier Journal is ter 4pm
looking for a self motivated
individual in the Murray
210
area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
Firewood'
routes Must have reliable
A1A
firewood Seasoned
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond oak $25 delivered, $20
of $400 If interested con- pickup 492-8254
tact David Huffey at FIREWOOD Seasoned or
1-800 866-2211
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753 5476

NURSES AID 2 positions
3 9pm, 1 Mon Fri, 1 Sat
090
and Sun Will train PleasSituation
atmosphe
ant
re Good
Wanted
working conditions Apply
• in person Fern Terrace I babysit in my home any
Lodge 1505 Stadium View ime except Sunday Cal
Dr EOE
759 1683

Ow
e

MAIM
Waded

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
DB520

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 12610 Central. Suite
255-1-KY Chino, CA 91710

to wit
-1492

24(1

Help
Wood .

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS.
Now accepting applications for dietary
aids, 12 Noon-8:30
p.m. Starting salary
$3.80. Full or parttime. Apply in person.
West View
Nursing Home,
1401 So. 16th St.

Miierray Ledger & Times

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery. Murray 436-5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835.

1979 JEEP Cherokee
51.000 actual miles tilt.
cruise, V-8, ASC Priced to
sell $2500 Call after 5pm,
753-0834

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

1985 CJ7 Jeep soft top
5 speed p s 436-2755 or
436-5250

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

I
1.1'.."..
044i.1191114
.R
1 9k

'414

Mirrray Ledger & Times
SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits. and -service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 coinpanies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE 6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE

3- companies

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkinsyWe Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky
"Our 29th year of service"
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Diuretics may cause potassium loss

OBITUARIES

By
Jr

Dudley Hughes

• Joe Weeks
Joe Weeks, 6X, of Princeton died'
Wednesday at 2:26 a.m. at St. Thomas Medical Center; Nashville,
Tenn.
A retired elecfrician..from the
Ptincetorr Electric Board, he was a
deacon and Sunday School teacher
at First Baptist Church. Princeton.
Mr. Weeks was a member of
Kiwants Club and received the
Kt* ants Outstan.ding. Citizen
Award. He was a World War 11
1,40-an- i farmer .rieMber of Caldwell County Board of Education. a
former coach for Youth. Inc.. and
had serYctd as a seoutmaster.
-He _yos :he on of the late Cless
ar.! Ellaab.eth Morse
Wecl'
'A • ...
his wife,.Mrs.
dred Lester Weeks: two taughtMrs. Peggy Kemp. HoOkinssil.
- .,-•

Seryiees for Dudley Hughes will
he Sunday, at 2 p.m. in the chapel.
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Dr. Greg Earwood and G.T. Mqody
will officiate.'
Burial 'will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friend may call at the funeral
,
home after 1 - pm. Saturday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to American Cancer Society.. Kenieks DtvistoP, Inc., 1169
Eastern Parkway, Louissi1c, KY.h.
Mr. Hughes, 77, of Rt. 4, Murray, died Thursday at 7:17 a.m. at
.rray -Calloway County Hospital.
A retired Carpenter. he -was a•
ot First Bapasn Church_
Born June 25, 1913..in Calloway
County.. he ws the - son of the-llte
!na Do=

DEAR DR GOTT Would a glass of
orange juice or a banana consumed
for the suggested
were two sisters, fslinnie McCallum daily be enough
amount of potassium recommended'
and Nina Poyner, and four
DEAR READER A healthy person
brothers, Johnny Hughes, George who doesn't require any medicine will
Hughei, Toy Hughes and Noble consume adequate amounts of potassium, a vital mineral, in a normal.
Hughes.
welLbalanced diet Potatoes and fruit
` Survivors • are his wife, Mrs.•• are especially rich in potassium
Mary Frances Beaman 'Hughes, to
Problems arise in patients who
whom he was married on Nov. 25. must take drugs. such as diuretics, for
medical conditions For example, f u1939; three daughters. Mrs. Janice
Wilson and husband-, Dwain, War- rosemide 1 Lasix)and thiazide medications i Hydrodiuril Diuril. Esidrix and
ren. Mich.. Mrs. Jo_ Ann Pirtle and
Hygroton) are commonly prescribed
Mrs.
husband. Doyle. Utah, and
to lower blood pressure and rid the
Be* Sutton and _husband, Cluck._ body of excess fluid (edema)
Berkley., Mich.; nine grandchildren.
In the process of stimulating the
:wo great-grandchildren.
kidneys to excrete water the drugs
cause a concomitant loss of potassiHe is also survisd be one SiSr
um This loss may exceed the conter.. Mrs. Leetie Hall and iii3b-and. sumption of potassium from food.
potassium-supplement
Therefore
Lake-. Murray, two brothers. Fred
pills or liquid are usually necessary to
Hughes and wife,. Ocean, and Roy
Hughes and wife, Catherine. Hazel; compensate for this deficiency and to
avoid the medical complications
intee sisters-in-law, Mrs. - Ovie (weakness
and Irregular heart rate)of
'11-‘h-e• Hazer Park, Mich., Mrs. low potassium levels
Margaret Hughes. Pury.ear. Tenn .
Althoup natural sources of potas.1nd Mrs. Carrye Hughes,'Murray. sium particularly polatoes, dried
fruit oranges and bananas) are not
enough to correct a drug-induced potassium deficiency. I cannot tell you
precisely how much potassium sup-

Diplomatic struggle to head off war
in the Persian Gulf takes a shift
a

By BRIAN MURPHY
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Azi; Luxembourg holds the
7-otat:ng EC presidency.
Bush on Thursday offered a
mee:ni,. between Azit and Secretary o: StatoJames A. Baker III any
titre between Monday and Wednesday in Geneva. Bush had earlier
said talks could begin no later than
'a.: Wednesday.
- We hope that Iraq picks up on
:::is because abis will be the last
such propsal we will make," said
Baker., who- swore in the new•
ambassador to KUW•air. Edward W.
Gnehm Jr._ on Thursday._
'Baghdad did not rush to accept
:he proposal-.•- "We are studying
said an Iraq.: Foreign Ministry
ir
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
But several leaders,. including
those in Germany : arid Br.tain.
cl...ickiy supported Bush's offer.
"This is a good step and a very
import:1'y -: •
of 1,..
Pr:me
don
Th..' •
meet:
Franc,: ,
cuss the
News 0: bui s oiler pushed oil
prices to 524.90 a barrel:the first
time it' 1e:1 below. 525 on' the New
York N1el-Lan:11e xchange since
Aug. 3. CriAe:otl crosed Tlit.irsday
at S25.48. down S1.01.
The EC and Bush administration
officials haVe said they will
demand complete 'withdrawal. from
Kuwait in any possib,le talks. On
Thursday. Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein reiterated that peace initiatives must also"include the
Palestinian-Israeli tonfln:
Iran. meanuihile, is reporte„,
.stering
troon :rreninh in and
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By -JIM LUTHER
Asseciii.d Press Writer

DR. GCrl'T

PETER
GOTT, M D

--WASHINGTON --- The 102nd
Congres convened Thursday and
plunged immediately into acrUno-:
nioUs debate over the Persian Gulf,
the first flare-up j a session likely
to be dominated by the threat of
war overseas and recession at
home.
Overshadowed for now' but still
crowding the, lawmakers' agenda
for the year: civil rights, social
issue: and the annual budget
-debate.
As always. backslapping congressmen celebrated their return
and new members. brought their
children for the swearing-in ceremony, lending a first-day-of-school
atmosphere to the noisy House
CharliNt.
But across the Capitol, barely, a

to remo‘e Iraqi troops troth Kuwait
half-hour after the Senate -was
would require prior approval of
gaveled into session, two liberals
Congress.
over
debate
tried to force an early
N1,tchell. D-Maine, wants to
whether President Bush has authorput off any debate on the Persian
ity' to make war against Iraq withGulf until the Bush administraout approval of Congress.
tion's diplomatic initiatives have
The possibility of war is "being
played out. He said a full-blown
tafked about in coffee shops, in the
debate could affect the outcome of
workplace, and in the homes," said
proposed meetings, next week
Sen. Tom Harkin, 1)-Iowa. "Now
between Secretary of State James
is the time and here is the place to
A. Baker IQ and.. Tariq Azii, the
debate the constitutional prerogaIraqi: foreign minister.
tives of the president of the -United
With the Senate standing by in
States." .
One -thing to talk," replied .recess, Mitchell and other leaders
worked into the eveiling.toward an
.Senate :Majority Leader George
agreement 'drat Would allow debate
,Mitchell, who agrecovith the premise of the resolution. "It's. on, the resolution but p.u't off any
vmcenet. until after Baker and Au,.
another thing to advance the- princiwhich
you
in
ple. or the cause
After an hour-long meeting of
believe."
Harkin and Sen. Brock Adams. the Democratic caucus, senators
went .home without an agreement
D-Wash.. have written a resolution
and _Mitchell said he would try
declaring that any offensive action
again oh Friday.
Republicans sat back and
watched the spectacle. "We're, all
mixed up:' 'said Minority . Lead4r
Bohr- Dole. • k -Kan. "When we
re;:c:,\
ar;hual salary of 2iSould—hate 'been .debating,
were on %act:ion. Now we ought to
approxirnately 540.0(X).
he quiet. and we want a vote."
Neitber Baker nor Kellerman
Baker and Defense Secretary
L.(y.:1(4. b cachcd tor tornmeht on
Dick
Cheney' went to Capitol Hill
1 hursdaY
for new. briefings of -lawmakers.
Baker
appointed to the
They presented a gloomy picture of
board by •CiOY. W'allace Wilkinson.
the effectiveness of•econornic saneworked
the
for 27 years in
He had
nons against Iraq, according to
Pulaski CO,,ntv school s% stem, the
coipgressmen _who were pro.en1 for
as a prrncno
Lis!'
the private

Baker resigns from Parole Board
kANK i• Uk I. Ky. tAP)
Philon, Baker, who has-been under
federai investigation for allegedly
accepting ,money to try .to secure
parole foLa i.'onvicted" felon, has
resigned from the Kentucky Papule
Board.
P.socOo.. hoard ,'‘hairman John
R,.nda s.od Thursday. that Baker's
res.ignano::
effective on
Runda and Baker's,- attorney.
Robert Keh,:rman of •Frankfort,
have promusly confirmed that
Baker has been under investigation
by the FBI and a. federal grand

Loaded. LWB, 20.xxx

miles, -bitie.

Capsule
Summary
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

'Lunch or Dinner
Buffet

Smoking Limits
Medication Usefulness:
The chemicals generated
when tobacco burns can limit
the effectiveness of medications For example, tar and
nicotine appear to speed up
some of the livers drug metabolizing enzymes and prematurely end a drug's active
lite Some smokers have to
lake nearly twice as much
theophylline
to
prevent
asthma attacks as nonsmokers Smoking also can increase blood sugar in diabetics and slow blood flow
which can keep NV blood
sugar levels at that point for a
longer period of time Smoking also may reduce the effects of antianxiety drugs,
neuroleptics. bronchodilators, antidepressants, and
antiarthritics •- HeartCorps
(January/February)

4.

753-2617

PCS and Ours

Only'699I

'Most present coupon
when ordering
Expires Jan. 10th) 'Not good with any other special

NS!

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
-W• scurf Filv• Ciass Blue 91,0d
641 South

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffet
Plus...2 Large Drinks

a '

•
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HIWARD
,. . ., ' LYONS
,.-J-e-2---5
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Congress debates about war, recession at home

Walter's Pharmacy

41 4 Main St.
(Murray, Ky
753-3366
•

However. here are two tricks to try
Use an elastacized abdominal binder
during the day. this will provide the
support you"a re lacking and help flatten your abdomen Also, experiment
with anti gas medicine (such as Gaviscon and Mylicon), as well as revise
your diet to eliminate gas-producing
foods, such as beans and cabbage Fi-.„
nally, you might try exercises to
strengthen . your abdominal muscles
and prevent bloating Sit-ups (wittivbent knees) writ tone your upper abdomen. leg-lifts (With bent knees) will
tighten your lower abdomen
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Digestive Gas " Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1 25 with their names and addresses
to PO Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369 Be. sure to mention the
title

New tax withholding laws go into effect

cr...
N.. J

4:-,."

plement would be necessary, this var
ies from case to case, depending on
the strength ano amount of diuretic
medication In my practice. I've had
success prescribing one or two potassium pills isuch as Slow-K, Kaon, KDur, Kay Ciel or Micro K to mention a
few) with each diuretic pill This may
be a nuisance for many patients. but
the pills contain far more potassium
and can prevent low
than
potassium
Thus, my answer to you is Dietary
potassium is sufficient unless you are
taking diuretics, in which caw potassium pills are advisable Check with
your doctor about this
DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 33-yearold female who has had three children The last two were delivered by
C-section Since the last delivery. I've
been plagued with my stomach bloating to the size of a honeydew melon
every day at 4 in the afternoon By
morning the swelling goes down, only,
lei appear again I can't afford health
ifisurance. yet I would like medical
advice
DEAR READER I doubt your
bloating is related to your two Caesarian sections More likely, you de
velop intestinal gas pockets that
cause abdominal bloating' and dis
comfort that may be aggravated by
weak abdominal muscles from your
pregnancies You should, of course,
see a doctor for advice and treatment

.ite Courier-Journal reported in
September that Baker allegedly
received 520P00 in exchange for
_helping secure parole for Charles
"Jeep" Burton, a former Somerset
High School football star. Burton
May. •had seed- time for 11 felonies,
The tax increase, passed by the iric.',udng two arbed robberies. He
d about ,last
:990 General Assembly to fund
_should
ha,:k In prison after failing a
education reform. fell heaviest on dg test _and :having his parole
retter about their
-rmre Than nvok-ed.
kS :o new ST&TC- fa-mrtres
',4'..iics that went $20.000. However, .they should
Citing the investigation, Runda
also se the
ges: break under the iccided in July not to assign Baker
new withho.iing tab:es.
:!ny
tax•
_that was
Baker has :till
The new withhoki.ing won't
• S:.3 billion tax
retroactive...AP.. make much : difference - to tho.f .990 The higher 'eaming"more inan 557:300- ar yc.7to .. ..cser... did not. because they Ail! pay •higher Sot. •
:
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Peter H. Gott, M.D.

I Buy any Large Pizza at Regular Price'
Get Second Large for
1

'Up to 10 Items
'Original Crust

oniy$299

1

'Must present coupon
when

1

(Expires J. lOthi

ordering
'Not good %vial any other special

S

Chestnut St.

753-6656

